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by Betty Higgins
Three Clubs
Confusion, laughter and neighborliness
as 14 Amigos from Quito, Ecuador
Win Awards In abounded
were matched with temporary "parents" at the
Banana Festival Headauarters SunWindow Fair International
day night, August 8.

I am one of them. And there are few
people today, other than my family, who
really know what this fine and courtly
gentleman meant to me, and to the world in
which he lived.
Mrs. foe McCoy (center) happily greets H,.r two Amigos, Alicia Naranjo (left) and Martha
foramina (right), after they arrived from Quito, Ecuador, Sunday, August 8. The girls
will stay with their new "families" for two weeks as part of the Ninth International Banana
Festival.

(Photo by Wilson Wooley)

Most of the time 1 called him Mr. Lewis,
not so much because he was older than I, but
because I couldn't get around to being on a
first name basis with a man whose quiet appearance exuded respect and dignity. But
as I came to know him ever so well,I started
calling him "Jim," and he seemed to be so
pleased that I did.
And it was this Jim Lewis who, past the
age of retirement, came into my cubby-hole
of an office every day, always at my invitation, to talk over the problems of the day
and the mounting policy decisions that had
to be made in a business at which I was not
so experienced, as I felt I was, in the newspaper business.

If I was wrong, he told me so in a manner that only a man of exemplary character
and integrity could do. And when he felt
that I was right, he would not defy his
friends to protect me, for that was not his
nature, but he would convince his friends of
the logic of my decision.
It was no real effort for Jim Lewis to
be protective and loyal to all of his friends,
because people had faith in this man, and
this man returned that confidence in good
measure.
Yr. Lewis had already lived a full and
wholesome life as an educator, a civic and
cultural leader, and a businessman before he
became associated with WFUL. It was my
great fortune to benefit from all the experience he possessed, and moreover from all of
the friends he had in all walks of life.
The most unforgettable memory I have
of Mr. Lewis is of the time he became quite
ill while he was associated with WFUL.
Many of us feared for his recovery, but
stout heart that he was he did recover, and
of course we wanted him back at his valued
position in the sales department.
He had to take his pace a little more
slowly, and that's the way we wanted it. We
appreciated him, and we loved him.
One day, after I had left the station I received a warm and wonderful letter from
Mr. Lewis in which he said something that I
shall never, never forget. It was a truly
memorable statement.

Thom who are responsible for the Amigos program consult thiLlist of students and their
"Plinents.",71vey are (left to right) Joe Sanders, local coordinator for ttso program, W. P. Burnette, president of the Banana Festival, and Mrs. Florence Ballesteros of Quito, Ecuador, international coordinator.

(Photo by Wilson Wooley)

Festival Arts and Crafts
Are A 'Must' to Visit
Along with the Latin Ameri-,
can atmosphere of the International Banana Festival are a
couple of displays that smack
of a little-closer-to-home air.
A Tennessee Arts and Crafts
program is being held at the
Community Center during the
Festival. It combines both
sculpture and crafts and represents the best of Tennessee
artists.
This distinguished exhibit is
brought here by the Tennessee
Art Guild, an organization that
has given much help to the
development of cultural imhere and elseprovements
where.
Over 70 displays are housed
In the center, yet all of them
have a common theme: excellent workmanship and superb
combinations.
idea-material
A number of the sculptures
are of the abstract variety,
but many are also done in the
realistic style.
The crafts range from macrame wall designs to handsilver goblets and
crafted
rings. Their display is designed
to portray the importance of
the crafts in Tennessee today,
and is housed in the Carroll
Reece Museum in East Tennessee State University in Johnson City, Tennessee, when not
on the road.

Meanwhile, in the basement
of the Fulton-South Fulton Library is an area art exhibit
sponsored by the Fulton Woman's Club and the Fulton-South
Fulton Art Guild.
It is a show of the works
of artists from the Ken-Tenn
area, and
will offer prizes
to the
best in both professional
and amateur fields.
The exhibit is mainly paintings, although one room is devoted entirely to needlework
designs.
Both displays are open to
the public for free viewing during the duration of the Festival.

Marimba To
Play Nightly
At Holiday

Fulton gave a rousing welcome to what is affectionately
referred to as "Our Marimba"
Thursday afternoon, August
12, at the Illinois Central Passenger Station at 4:40 p. m.
The Marimba Band, La Heine
del Ejercito, will be featured
each night at the Holiday Inn
from 10 to 12 p, m.
The Band traveled from GuaTO RECEIVE DEGREE
temala City, accompanied by
Mr. Gabriel Cordovez of Miami,
Teresa Ann Winston, daughter Florida and Guatemala, who is
of Mr. and Mrs. K. M. Winston; acting as interpreter and cowill receive her masters degree ordinator for the group.
from Memphis State University.
at the August 14 graduation
ARMY PROVIDES SERVICE
exercises.
Personnel from the U. S.
HOMECOMING AT MT. ZION Army 'fteserve 807th Station
Hospital of Paducah will be
Homecoming activities Will be- standing by to pnovide emerduring
gin a revival at the Mt. gency medical service
nen Cumberland Presbyterian the 1971 Banana Festival. Col.
Fulformer
Church this Sunday. The activi- Sydney G. Dyer, a
ties will begin at 10 a. m. Sun- tonian, is commeeider of the
day, with a pot luck lunch at hospital which is velunteering
is service for the festival days.
noon.

Said he, expressing his gratitude for his
association at the station with me and Paul,
and the staff:
"In the sunset of my years I look back
among the friends that I have made.in my
lifetime. I hope, before I leave this life, that
I can find the way to give to others the wonderful friendship you have given to me."

Three homemaker clubs were
selected as the winners in the
Window Fair for the Banana
Festival celebration.
Named to first place was the
State Line Club displayed at
Graham Furniture Store. Jolly ette Homemakers were awarded second place merits with
their exhibit in the window of
the Budget Shop. Announced as
the third place winner was the
Crutchfield Homemakers' display in the Bay Family Shoe
Store.
The following is the location
of the other exhibits. They will
remain in the windows until the
Festival is completed.
Latin American Arts and
Crafts at Roper Television.
Tr i-County Homemakers at
K. Homra Store.
Community
Pierce-Harris
Club, National Store.
Fulton Young Homemakers,
Fulton Hardware and Furniture Store.
Rush Creek Homemakers,
Fulton Electric System.
Hickman Homemakers at
Clarice Shop.
Palestine Homemakers, Noffel's Department Store.
at
Phillips Homemakers
Dimeco Variety Store.
Central
Homemakers at
Warren Jewelry Store.
Fulton Homemakers at Western Auto Store.
Western Homemakers at Rice
Insurance Agency.
Montgomery Homemakers at
Kasnow Department Store.
Bennett Homemakers at fiuddleston Hardware Store.
Crossroads Homemakers at
Evans Drug Store.

Doodle Tow
Pipers Ready
For Swinging
Put twelve swinging singers
on a stage. Add the music of
four back-up musicians.shake
well and pour — and there they
are! The Doodle Town Pipers
have invaded banana country.
Appearing Friday night at 8
p. m. for the first time in this
area, the group promises to
give their audience more than
its money's worth.
They are comingdirect from
such big-name television shows
as the Ed Sullivan and Dean
Martin Shows, and
recently
completed a series ofone-hour
specials, "Here Come the
Doodle Town Pipers."
According to the Las Vegas
Sun Newspaper, the group has
more than a little going for
them. They sing, dance, clown
a little, and guarantee to "entertain and appeal to all ages."
The group is composed of
six girls and six boys who
really make the words "young
and beautiful" come alive. As
one Banana Festival worker
put it, "One look at them even
in a picture — and you know
they've got something."
Tickets are on sale now at the
Banana Festival Headquarters,
but you'd better hurry. Word
is they won't last much longer!

HOME ON LEAVE
Captain Duncan Budiart and
a friend, Warrant Officer Biill
Williams, are home on leave
from Germany and are visiting
with Bushart's parents, Dr. and
Mrs. Glynn Bushart.

Each year students from the banana producing countries come to Fulton to help promote the
Festival theme, Project Unite Us.
The union at the headquarters Sunday night was, in most Cevallos with Mrs. Edna Releases, accompanied by smiles low.
and kisses as the new families
Four Amigos, Ivan Villalba,
launched a two-week relation- Marcelo Carceien, Fernando
ship that will probably evolve Galderon and Francisco Vacas
into lasting friendships,
will be guests in the home of
Aside from the usual prob- Mr. and Mrs.GeorgeCasparlan
lems of new faces and a new for the first part of their visit
country, is the fact that most and then with Mr. Jim Wilkinof the Amigos speak very little son,
English, and most of the famiMrs. Ballesteros is the guest
lies with which they are stay- of Mr. and Mrs. Ual Killebrew.
ing speak only broken Spanish. Joe Sanders, local coordiHowever, Eleni Bucheli, a19- nator for the Amigos Program,
year-old college student from said that
participants in the
Quito, said that most of the stu- program are chosen on the hadents understand "most
of sis of applications they make
what is being said." Eleni to Mrs. Ballesteros in Quito.
speaks English fluently.
Participants on this end are
Mrs. Florence Ballesteros determined "by interest."
accompanied the groupontheir
In conversations with some
flight from South America to of the South American guests,
Louisville. The trip to Fulton words like "Wonderful" and
included a stopover for a tour "Great" keep cropping up to
of Mammoth Cave,
describe their stay. Activities
The Amigos, whorange in age so far include such things as
from doce (12) to veinte-tres shopping, swimming, and bowl(23), and their "parents" are: ing. Mrs. Joe Sanders listed
Salome Garcia with Mr. and the
above activities plus a
Mrs. Jim Mullenburg; Eleni party for her guest, Michele
Bucheli with Mr. and Mrs. El- Ballesteros.
mer
Michele
BalAnd, of course, the Banana
lesteros with Mr. and Mrs.Joe Festival activities this weekSanders; Martha Jaramillo and end are at the top of the list
Alicia Naranjo with Mrs. Joe for the Amigos. But, regardMcCoy;
less of where the students go
Lucia Pazmino with Mrs. and what they do, the emphasis
Jane Edwards; Patricia Ver- is on the word "Amigo," or
gara and Helena Vergara with friend, which is what the InMr. and Mrs. Flynn Powell; ternational Banana Festival is
Maria Saenz with Mr. and Mrs. all about — stressing friendship
W. P. Burnette; and Adrian with Latin American neighbors.

New Coaches, Staff
On Duty At Fulton
The new coaching staff, Institute from 1965-66, and
consisting of Gwtn Wood, Gene transferred to Arkansas State
Sides, and Johnny Covington, University on a football scholhas assumed duties at Fulton arship where he graduated in
High School. Along with over 1969.
30 football squad members,
His wife is the former Lynn
they are already preparing Higgins of Paragould, Arkanfor the
upcoming
season. sas. They have a son, Jeffrey,
Gene Sides, head football who is 10 months old.
coach, was born in Wetumpka,
The 1971 football schedule
Alabama, where he graduated opens August 2'7 with a game
from high school in 1965. After at Heath. It is followed by a
attending Marion Institute in September 3 game at Lone Oak.
1966, he went to UTM on a footThe first home game is
ball scholarship in 1968 - 69 scheduled for September 10
where he set a record with a with Fulton County. The other
52-yard field goal.
home games are set for: OctoCoach sides, who has been as- ber 8 with North
Marshall;
sistant football coach at Milan October 15 with Reidland; and,
High for the last two years, is the last game of the season,
married to the former Susan November 5 with Trigg County.
Hodges of Gleason, Tennessee.
The other games on
the
The Sides haves six-month-old schedule are: September 17 at
son, Jason. They live on Walnut Crittenden County; September
Street.
24 at Murray; October 1 at
Assistant football coach °Mon County; and October 23
Johnny
Covington is a 1963 at Fort Campbell.
Jraduate of Fulton High. He
attended the University of Tennessee at Knoxville for two
years on a football scholarship and graduated from Kansas State College, Hays, Kansas, with a degree in physical
education.
Mr. Covington is married to
the former Vicki Kaiser of McPherson, Kansas, tuidthey have
Three Fulton men, nominated
one daughter, Amy, age two
by the First United Methodist
years. They reside on Fourth
Church here, have been chosen
Street.
for inclusion in the 1971 ediHead basketball coach Gwin tion of
Outstanding
Young
Wood is also a native of We- Men of
America.
tumpka, Alabama. He gradBarry T. Adams, minister
uated from
Wetumpita High- of music at the First United
School In 1964 attended Marion Methodist Church, Hal Warren,
a local attorney, and Vyron
Mitchell Jr., cubmaster of
Pack 40, were chosen on the
basis of their service tocommutiny and professional life.
Sponsored by leading men's
civic and service organizations, Outstanding Young Men
of America honors men between
the ages of 21 and 35. It is
beep* on a demonstration of
excellence marking them for
future leadership in the nation.

Three Local
Men Named ,
Who's Who

RETURN FROM KANSAS
Mr. end Mrs. C. A. Boyd, Sr.,
have returned from a montli's
visit veitti their daughter. Mrs.
R. P. Felkner and family, in
Enspbria, Kansas.

Jim Lewis found that way long before
he ever knew me, because he gave to me,
and to all who knew him,the good and humble kind of love and friendship that will live
longer than the youngest in our lives.
He was a good man. I loved him. In a
world of people striving for riches, Jim
Lewis left wealth of incalculable value, of
assets of character that money cannot buy.

Number 32

Laughter, Friendliness, Confusion,
Greet Amigos And Festival Is Here

Quiet, beloved and gentle J. 0. Lewis
died at the age of 85, leaving behind him not
only a host of friends and relatives to mourn
him, but countless numbers of people who
will always credit him with the good things
of life they learned as a result of having
known him.

Sometimes I know I asked too much of
him, but if I did, only Jim Lewis knew about
it He was so uziderStatTcling, so honest, so
forthright in his judgment. There were times
when I cried on his shoulder, literally and
figuratively, and it was at these times that
his greatness showed through.

ti
,
etai neTtiteunolIT'
alsarea

Ter"' tAtts 01. 050

My Fri•nd, Jim Lewis
One of the truly great, and most unforgettable characters of my lifetime passed
away last Saturday at Haws Memorial Hospital.

You see, about 16 years ago when we
bought Radio Station WFUL,Mr. Lewis was
the manager of the station. He had assumed
the fearful task of holding together a financially distraught operation, and the seemingly
hopeless task of keeping the station on the
air. We urged him to stay with us. Thankfully, he did.

Otit611

Unlit of the handmade wall hangings at the Tenn
Arte end
Crafts display are shown at left. Mang with the hangings are wheelturned pieces. Shown in the center is Mrs. Mary Nell. W,gliji adm4,
ing a ceramic sculpture, part of the display at the Commu-lity Center

Building. At right, Mrs. Mao Adams and Mrs. Alberta Orem leek over
the work of Charles Dixon,(center) a Murray Stott University student
library.
A ho is displaying his work at the Area Art Guild Exhibit In the

NEW MINISTER APPOINTED
Rev. Morris Lewis of Nashville. Tennessee, has been apI pointed the new minister of the
'South Fulton Church of God of
Prophecy. lie was named ot
the annual state convention held
last week et Madison, Tennes.
See
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PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING

Our Editorial Comment
This Week Is:
Enjoy The Banana Festival
Attend The Events
Be A Good Friend
And Neighbor
And Have Fun

Enjoy Our Amigos

Concluding Series Of
Paschall Family
Spells 'Home'

I KNOW SOMETHING GOOD ABOUT YOU

Lo

Wouldn't this old world be better
If the folks we meet would say—
"I know something good about you!"
And treat Us just that way?

Martha replied, "I brushed
I know three of uncle Gid's
daughters best: Cousin Ad, the front ones. That's all they
Mat.
Cousin
Cousin Netts, and
can see, anyway."
Paschall,
Martha helped Mammaw
true
They were
and were not known as "the more than she knew. For MemPaschall girls" for no reason. maw
told
Martha's teethWhen Cousin Nette died, brushing story to her guests
Wouldn't it be fine and dandy
Cousin Ad's minister came to while
Martha was sampling
see her. Cousin Ad told him ice cream to be served later.
If each handclasp, fond and true
One hot summer afternoon
how she had lost her father,
Carried with it this assurance—
her mother, her husband, her Joe Bennett was at my home.
"I know something good about you!"
Nette,
now
children.
And
Martha and I were
two
He and
swinging on the swing that Dad
her last sister.
When the minister told her to had put on a limb of a great
Wouldn't life be lots more happy
lean on the Lord, Cousin Ad big maple tree. We wanted to
If the good that's in us all
replied, "I have broken with see who could swing highest
Lord." I expected the min- first sitting in the swing and
the
Were the only thing about us
ister to get up and walkout of then standing in it. After a
That folks bothered to recall?
the room. Instead he held her while, Joe said that he was
hand and talked quietly and thirsty and was going to Mamcomforting
ly until Cousin Ad maw's for some water.
Wouldn't life be lots more happy
A few years earlier when I
went to sleep.
If we praised the good we see?
A happy incident I enjoy re- was a baby, the family cat,
membering took place one sum- Pussyfoot, had disappeared and
For there's such a lot of goodness
mer morning when I was taken after a time, cat hairs that
In the worst of you and me!
to call on the Paschall girls. looked suspiciously like PussyThey had a visitor, their sis- foot's began coming up in the
ter Pizza from Louisiana. While well bucket.
Wouldn't it be nice to practice
The family assumed that I had
we sat on the large front porch
That fine way of thinking too?
and drank lemonade, Cousin thrown the cat in the well. 1 do
You know something good about me,
Pizza talked about her piazza not know; maybe so. This I do
and how pleasant it was to sit know, though: I never once saw
I know something good about you?
there and watch all the hap- Joe drink a drop of water from
penings around her home.
that well. When he wasthirsty,
I had never heard the name he went to Mammaw's well.
Louis C. Shimon
Pizza before and I had never
But Joe was a
gentleman
heard the word piazza. For about the matter. He did not
weeks I had to concentrate to tattle on me. Think what my
FISHERMAN'S BOUNTY, by
remember whether Cousin Piz- life at school would have been
Nick Lyons. This is a marveza enjoyed sitting on her piazza like if Joe had said, Witch
lously
full and entertaining or Cousin Piazza enjoyed sitout for my cousin. She throws
treasury of the finest writing
ting on hir pizza.
cats in wells!"
about angling. Fresh and saltCousin Nette spent nights with
One Christmas Blue Paschall
water species, trout, salmon,
us when Dad was away at court. was home from school. His
marlin, striped bass, musky,
She was there the night the name was not Blue.It wasJesse
BY LUCY DANIEL
tuna, pickerel, steelhead and
Meadows Hotel burned. Even a Rutledge
Why the nickname
even the lowly carp are treatReading enriches
people's cedar shingles weathered to ed In these engaging stories mile away, as we were, it look- Blue? I do not know.
as
half
ed
if
Fulton
were on fire.
He was studying medicine
lives. It broadens the scope a soft smoke gray. Looking be- and articles written by
new
Cousin Nette never married. in St. Louis and I was at Maniof one's thoughts and actions, yond Still Cove, she reflects and old
masters of angling I heard her
say oftenthat there maw'sto greet him home. When
and sharpens one's capabili- on the Cape itself. Here are literature.
was not a man alive that she it was time for me to leave
ties for functioning as a help- the tides and the fogs,the cranful, knowledgeable member of berry bogs, the beaches where
THE WAR OF THE INNO- could cook for. I thought that Mammaw's, Blue put me on his
she
could keep a man happy with shoulder and singing,"I'll come
society. It gives an individual visitors swim and Cape Cod- CENTS, by Charles Bracelen
polish, the difference between ders dig for clams.
Flood, Flood entered the Viet- her chocolate fudge. It was the marching home to you in my unibest. The only thing wrong was form of blue," we left.
rough coal and a diamond. In
MOON ROCKS, by
Henry nam War not as a corresponAs with Newt and his Lincoln,
short, reading can make the dif- S. F. Cooper, Jr. With the dent, but as an attached mem- that she cut it in such small
squares.
now with Blue and his Yankee
ference between good and excel- amount of attention that has ber of a
dive-bomber unit
Cousin
would
Mat
read
you
song,
a
I wondered about
lent living.
that
was dropping napalm
been paid to piloting and en- which
story while you washed your "uniform of blue" in MamRIDE OUT THE DARK, by gineering aspects of the recent in the single most unpopular
hair.
Parts
of
maw',s
the
story
I
presence.
But
Mammaw
activity
for
the war. He reChristabel Bielenberg. From Apollo moon landing very little
couldn't understand and she said nothing. She seemed to be
1995 until the end of World War has been noted for the public mained in Vietnam for a year,
had to explain them to me. reading the
evening paper.
II, the author lived in Germany of the scientific mission: the stationed far from Saigon. From
She always said something
"I'm going to dig my heels
as a German citizen. When Hit- new knowledge and materials his experiences emerges areabout
hitching
up
a
star
deep
and
in
the
snow
and slide into
ler became dictator, she and the astronauts brought back to portage infused with the grace
something about my wagon. At the ditch," Blue said. "Hold on
her husband became closely Earth on their historic voyages. and force of an accomplished
least
that was what I thought tight and sing."
associated with resistance cir- Through the observations and novelist.
i./
she said.
cles there. Her accounts ofthe Intelligence of a masterful rewas
It
not until I was old
"I'll come marching home
THE LAST CRUSADE, by
early years of her marriage, porter, in terms whoily combook enough to read Emerson's line
of the outbreak and progress prehensible to the layman, we Chester Cooper. This
"Hitch your wagon to a star"
I cannot say thatthese yarns
of the war as seen from inside share in a moment of Unprec- provides the first completely
that I understood Cousin Mat's are entirely true. What I an
Germany, are of absorbing in- edented
scientific discovery. comprehensive account of the
message.
say
is that they sound Paschall
terest, giving us a view of the
JESSE STUART,by Rue! Fos- American intervention in VietMammaw seldom had callers with a big "P."
war as it were, "through the ter. Jesse Stuart is a marve- nam It explains how America
So help me Cousin Pizza's
other end of the telescope." lously fecund writer, ignored got involved in Vietnam and how except memners of the family,
that commitment escalated but one day some neighbors piazza.
MY OWN CAPE COD, by by the serious literary
critics.
were
coming
to say Happy
Gladys Taber. Here Gladys Ta- probably because his work lies out of control. The Lost CruSCS
ber opens the doors of her Cape outside the currently fashion- sade is full of startling pre- Birthday. Martha was thereto
"help
Mammaw
entertain the
Cod home and invites her read- able modes. Yet millions
of viously unpublished details
ers to share part of her life. readers have read enthusias- about the United States' in- guests" — as Martha herself
"Still Cove Is exactly my idea tically his poetry, fiction and volvement in Vietnam, from the put it.
Shortly before time for the
of heaven." Nestled on a cliff autobiography. This book is an sabotaged Roosevelt plan for
ladles to arrive, Mammaw said,
overlooking the sapphire waters attempt to describe and
true story ,'Martha,
eval- Indochina, to the
our guests will be
of Mill Pond inlet, it is a low, uate the totality of Stuart's behind the Tet offensive and
here soon. Have you brushed The University of Tennessee
one-story
house with white work.
the Cambodian intervention.
your teeth?"
at Martin
Martin, Tennessee 38237
Mrs. Howard Adams,Fulton's
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Letters To Editor

I FROM THE FILES:—
Turning

Mrs. Jane Edwards (center) and 'ler laugh ter Ginger (right) look on as Lucia PavnIno assures them that she is to be their guest fgr the next two weeks. Lucia arrived Sunday from
Quito Ecuador as part of Amigo program which joins Latin American Students with American

Back The Clock

TWENTY YEARS AGO
AUGUST 17, 1951
Three Fulton officers, members of the Army
Organized Reserve, 439th Military Government
Unit, with headquarters in Paducah, will leave
Sunday morning for two weeks training at Ft.
Meade, Md.
Lieutenants Paul Westpheling, News Publisher, Jack Snow and Felix Gossum,Jr., are taking the training course as a part of their Army
requirement to maintain their Army commission.
Mini••••mp.

Jennings Kearby, chairman of the 1951
March of Dimes in Fulton County, announced today the report received from the Kentucky Chapter of the National Foundation against Infantile
Paralysis shows that Fulton County was in
3501
place per capita in Kentucky in the 1951 drive.
The report showed that there was 1119 cents per
person in Fulton County contributed. A gross
amount of $1524.50 was collected.
supplies can be used in the 1952 campaign."

newest golfer,
covered herself with glory when she won a tight
match from Mrs. Joe Trees Friday afternoon to
win the 1951 Handicap trophy. The final match
was a close one, but Mrs. Treas had "putter
trouble" which cost a number of strokes, and Mrs.
Adams came through in "champion style" to win
the trophy the first year of her golfing.

The Fulton Fire Department was called out
at 2:10 Wednesday afternoon to put out a fire in a
jeep belonging to Jim Purcell of Crutchfield. The
fire caught when the starter switch got stuck.
Little damage was done.
FORTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
AUGUST 20, 1928
Early Saturday morning, Jailer Tobe Jackson was disturbed from peaceful slumbers to
find that seven prisoners entrusted to his care
had
escaped for parts unknown. Ringleader was believed to be one E. L. King, charged, among other
things, with administering "knock-out" drops to
editor Will Busby of the Hickman Courier...
and
thereafter relieving him of his valuables.

August 9, 1911
Mr. Paul Westpheling, Editor
Fulton County News
Fulton, Kentucky

Dear Mr. Westpheling:
Thank you very much for the
excellent coverage you gave the
Patrick
Wood One-Man Art
Show Aug. 7 and 8.
Over 300 visitors from nine
states registered Saturday and
Sunday at the show's farm setting near South Fulton, Tennessee. On the basis of this and
last year's successful shows,
nationally known water-colorist
Arthut Neahring of Northwestern Illinois is tentatively being
scheduled as the 1972 show's
featured artist.
Very truly yours,
Walter 13, Haden
Assistant Professor
of English
University of Tennessee
at Martin

Members of Fulton's First Baptist Church
were happy this week to receive the announcement from their pastor, Rev. C. H. Warren, that
The College of Agriculture and Home Eco- beginning the first Sunday in September,
services
nomics, University of Kentucky, has announced will be held in the newly-completed main
& MINOR, TOO
audithat Miss Nancy Sue Wilson of Fulton has been torium of the church building.
We r. ommotsu
awarded a $300 scholarship by the Houston Endowment for the corning year. Daughter of Mr.
A musical program at the Rotary Club
and Mrs. Homer Wilson, she will enroll at the week included the following numbers: Miss this
HatRESERVE AHEAD: The
University in September.
tie May Godfrey, piano solo; Miss Mayme
wise traveler anticipates
Ben- tel
his honett, flute solos; James Wallace Gordon
-motel needs and makes a
and reservation well
Robert Gattis of Fulton, Route 1, won grand Goodwin Morris, saxaphone and violin;
in advance, the
Miss Allstate Motor Club
declines.
championship Monday in the Purchase District Gladys Bell, accompanist.
It's no fun to
neglect accommo4-H Club Dairy Cattle Show.
dations and having to settle
for
Other winners in the 4-H show from Fulton
SOCIAL NOTES: Mrs. Boyd Bennett gave a something either too expenss
or too meager for
were: Jersey division—senior
your
party
taiga,
this
week
for Misses Mayme Bennett, Nell
heifer, Bill Burn•• •
ett, Fulton; junior yearling heifer Billy Burnette Owen and Louise Binford, who are soon
,
returnFulton (took junior championship); two-year
EAGER
ing
college.
to
.
BEAVER:
.
Mr.
and Mrs. H. T. Smith enterRelatives
old,
of a man of wealth always
George Ely Burnette, Ailton; three-year
ask
tained for youthful friends of their daughter
old,
first about his health.... In the
s,
Robert Gattis of Fulton (senior Champion);
Sara
Catron
and
Martha
with
bridge and dancing game of love if you have the
fouryear old Ward Burnette, Fulton.
at their home Thursday evening. .. Misses Dor- Jack ...you can take the
queen
It is better to lose sleep thinkGuernsey division--.-jUnior heifer, Ralph ris Huddleston and LaVerne Browder are return- ...
ing about what you
are
going tO
Dale Hardy, Fulton. AT grades—junior calf, ing this week from special art and music
than to be kept awake 14
courses do
what you have already done.
Robert Gattis, Fulton.
at Chautauqua, New York.
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Wendy Wright, daughter of It. and Mrs. Den Wright, presented the only uninviting twee at
the Sonar' Festival headquarters Sunday night, August S. Her dissatisfaction is directed at
not photographer rather than at the Amigos holding her. Her Latin American friends are
tear,
ar,o Marctle CA(Ceie/1 (right) of Quite, Ecuador,

—Wilfred Beaver.
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SOCIETY - WOMAN'S INTEREST
Mrs. Leon Fields Is Named
Leader Of Lung Drive Fund
Mrs. Leon Fields, Fulton,
was named chairman of the
campaign to fight children's
lung diseases on August 6 by
James E. Jackson, president of
the Mid-South Chapter of the
National Cystic Fibrosis Research Foundation,
Mrs. Fields will lead local
volunteers in raising funds during Children's Lung Disease
Month. The campaign is scheduled for September with
a
house-to-house appeal for funds
to support patient services, setentiftc research and education.
A recent upsurge of interest
in genetic diseases has revealed the possibility of being
able, in the future, to prevent
or control genetic defects
through laboratory and clinical
methods. This, coupled
with a federal appropriation
of $10 million for a Genetic
Task Force within the National
Institutes of Health, adds impetus to this year's drive.

Students From
Area Enrolled
At UT Martin

Cystic fibrosis thus far is
an Incurabledisease, inherited
when both parents have a biochemical defect. Many patients
now are living beyond their
teens and into adulthood because
of improved therapy. That Same
kind of therapy is relieving
and often curing children suffering from
chronic
bronchitis, asthma with lung damage, bronchiectasis, the condition sometimes called childhood emphysema and other respiratory afflictions.

Total enrollment for the second
session of the summer
quarter at the University of
Tennessee at Martin is 1,410.
The figure represents a 9.72
per cent increase over last
year's enrollment, according
to Henry C. Allison, dean of admissions and records.
Attending the second session
at UTM from Fulton, °Mon and
Hickman Counties are:
SOUTH FULTON—Nancy C.
Bagwell, Elizabeth Ann Barnes,
"Most people don't realize
Ruth Blaylock, Jane
how many children have seriBloodworth, Robert W. Bushart, Boous breathing problems," said
nita
Burrow
Bynum.
Mrs. Fields. "More than five
William R.
Bynum, Carol D.
million children cannot take
Coleman,
Cinda M, Elliott, Wanda Lee
breathing for granted, and the
Elliott, James L.
Foundation's basic research
Faulkner,
Jean Todd Faulkner, Linda C.
program, which seeks clues to
Faulkner,
Sallie
R.
Ferguson
the underlying cause of cystic
,
Constance J. Frields, Carmen
fibrosis, is developing new
Sue Gardiner, Michael R.
knowledge that may benefit all
Halley, Nancy C. Hall, Deborah
of them."
K. Hodges, Patricia E. Holladay, Judy Kay Holmes, William
David Long, Edith R. Maynard,
Sam Ray Miller, Amanda Faye
Newton, Jerry Oliver, Beatrice
D. Owen, Joseph D. Peeples,
Harry Owen, Marla K. Proctor,
Janice E. Sharp, Harri Kay
Miss Rita Brockwell
Smalling, Ray Curtis Wilson,
Danny Ray Zickefoose.
FULTON — Mary Johanna
A reception at the Park TerEllen Sanger, daught
ofer.
Mr.
Butts, Eileen J. Cook, Lady
race August 9 honored K. M and Mrs.
Robert Sanger of HickWalker Craddock, Janie Rue
Winston, who recently resign- man, will
represent Fulton
McClannahan, Brenda Ann
ed as principal of South Fulton County
at the RECC Beauty
Shepherd,
Marianne C. Taylor,
Elementary School, and James Contest
August 25 at the 1971
Sallie k Turbeville.
Faulkner, newly elected prin- Kentucky
State Fair.
HICKMAN—Teresa J. Bone,
cipal of the school.
Miss Sanger was selected
Judith K. Beachum, Nona Ellen
Mrs. Juanita Brockwell of Kentucky, and his
paternal
About 200 faculty members, July 29 from a field of six
Holland, Peggy Jean Isbell, South Fulton and J, T. Brockgrandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
retired
teachers and friends contestants in Hickman, KenDoris P.
McMullin, Frankie well of Harris Station, Ten- Cleo Cherry
ot
Dukedom.
tucky.
called during the evening to
Bea Williams.
nessee, announce the engageRunner-up
wish the two honor guests well
was
The bride-elect was a 1971
LaDorma
ment and forthcoming marriage
Lawson, daughter of Rev. and
in their new jobs,
of their daughter, Miss Rita graduate of South Fulton High
Mrs. James E. Lawson, Water
Jean
Brockwell, and David School and is presently emGifts presented to Mr. Win- Valley. Should Miss Sanger
be
Novice Cherry, son of Mr. and ployed at the Country Boys'
ston included a box of bubble unable to attend the
Fair ConMrs. Novice Cherry, of Route Drive-In.
gum and a coffee mug from his test, Miss Lawson will
comMr.and Mrs. Tate
2, Dukedom.
Mr. Cherry, a 1969 Cuba
students, a pen and pencil set pete.
Miss Brockwell's maternal High School graduate, is presand an all-weather coat from
Twenty-two Kentucky Rural
grandpare
ently
nts
are
serving in the United
Mr.
and Mrs.
his co-workers.
Electric
Cooperatives are
Jordon Ferguson of Fulton and States Army Military Police
Guests were served from a sending
lighted tapers in silver cantheir queens to the
her paternal grandparents are at Fort Gordon, Georgia.
table
covered with a yellow Beauty Contest. The winning
delabra.
Both the cake and
Theo Brockwell and the late
The wedding is planned for
linen cloth and centered with girl will receive a $300
candelabra were encircled with
scholMrs.
A
Brockwell of Jordon, Ken- Saturday, September
tea
honoring Dianne Lillan arrangement of white and arship. The first runner-up
25, at the
white blossoms.
tucky.
ker
Dedmon
Brenda
and
Overby
McConnell Church of Christ.
yellow roses. The table was will win a $200
Young friends of the bride
scholarship,
Mr.
Cherry's
Sanders
was
held
materna
at
the
First
l
accented with silver
pieces and the
No formal .invitations are
who served the guests were:
second
runner-up,
Baptist Church parlor July 31. grandparents were the late Mr.
In an impressive candlelight ceremdny solem- Misses Denise
from which cakes, nuts, and a $100 scholarship.
being sent. All friends and relaHamra, Kent A corsage
of white carnations and Mrs. Joe Seay of Lynnville,
mints were served.
tives
Smith,
Cindy Craven, Debbie
are
This is the twehty,-Second nized at Trinity Episcopal Church Saturday afterinvited to attend.
was presented to each bride by
fleets for the affair were
ennuel RECC Beauty Contest. noon,. Aigustd
and Jane Pawluktewicz.
the hostesses, Mrs. J. A, Hem.71.4t. fivo,. ocMs Agarson Hamra
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hender- 'the winner of Hie
At -the' register were Mrs.
Kentucky
son, Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Yates, contest will go to
Miller,'datighterof-Mr. and'Mrs. Rod- W, C. Miller, and Mrs. M. W, phill, Mrs. Harold Henderson,
Las Vegas
Mrs. Paul Blaylock, Mrs. Ralph
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Neeley, Mr. in February to compete
for a ney A. Miller, became the bride of Michael Tate, Haws, paternal and maternal Smith, Mrs. Jim Hodges, Mrs.
and Mrs. John Schwerdt, and $2,500 scholarship
Congratulations to:
grandmothers of the bride.
in the na- son of Mr. and Mrs. Riley Tate,
Boyce
Heithcock, and Mrs.Sue
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Blaylock. tional RECC Beauty
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Junes
The out-of-town guests for Hurt.
Contest.
Two students from Fulton of Fulton on the birth
of a girl
The Reverend James Wilkinson performed the wedding and reception in- The hostesses also presented and Hickman Counties are Au-gust
5 at 12:20 p. rn. She
cluded: Mr. and Mrs. Cecil the brides with
percolators. among 20 University of Kenthe double ring ceremony. The wedding vows E. rate, paternal grandpare
weighed
7 pounds and 10 ounces.
nts
The table,
with an tucky students from five counwere pledged before the altar which held match- of the bridegroom, and Miss Italian beige covered
linen cloth, held ties in the Purchase areato be
Ridgely, Ten- a centerpiece of
Marsha
Tate,
Mr.
and
Mrs. Jerry Clark of
ing brass altar vases of white majestic gladioli nessee, Dr. and Mrs. Eddie
a silver bowl named to deans' lists in two
filled with yellow marigolds. UK colleges for the 1971 spring Fulton on the birth of la boy
and marguerite daisies. Lighted white tapers in Crocker, Jackson, Tennessee, Silver
August 9 at 10:30 a. m. He
candelabra with yellow semester.
the altar candelabra flanked the vases. Brass and Mr. and Mrs. James McCart- candles flanked the arrangeJane Ruth Johnson, daughter weighed 9 -pounds and 13
ney, Bradford, Tennessee, Mrs. ment. The table
was accented of Ernest Johnson, Hickman, ounces.
crystal aisle candelabra, entwined with smilax Glen Holt with daughter, Mae,
Beginning a series of prewith silver pieces from which and Wanda Faye Samples,
A luncheon and coffee party and glowing with tall cathedr
al candles, complet- and son, Tim Crocker, Milan, cookies, mints,
nuptial
Mr. and Mrs. Richard East of
courtesies honoring were given last week for two
nuts, and punch daughter of R. N. Samples,
Tennessee, Mrs. Ruby Mont- were served.
Miss Edye Dowdy, bride-elect recent
brides, Mrs. Hewitt ed the wedding scene.
Clinton. were named to the -Mayfield on the birth of a girl
gomery,
Miss
Carole
Montof Joe L. Ortiz of Monahans, Montgomery and Mrs. Michael
Mrs. Ralph Smith served at dean's list by the college of' August 10 at 7:03 a. m. She
gomery and Fred
As the wedding guests as- ganzine. Each
Westcott, the punch bowl,
Texas, Mrs. Marshall Bon- Tate, sisters.
attendant wore a Louisville
Mrs. Sue Hurt education.
weighed 6 pounds and 4 ounces.
Kentucky, Hewitt
,
sembled,
program
a
of
nuptial
bandeau
durant
kept the
cluster of turquoise
recently entertained
guest register, and
Thursday, August 5, a lunchThe two colleges on the LexMontgomery, Lexington, Kenwith a miscellaneous shower. eon at the Holiday Inn feted music was presented by Mrs. velvet blossoms with narrow
Mrs. Boyce Heithcock met the ington campus are arts and
Mr. and Mrs. Willy Perry of
tucky, and Mr, and Mrs. Toby
Robert Cultra, Sr., organist, streamers
guests at the door. Mrs. J. A. sciences and education. Stu- Lovelacevilte
Miss Dowdy
. They carried deliwore a blue the sisters. It was hostessed
on the birth of a
Hood, Columbus, Ohio.
pants suit for the occasion, by Mrs. Charles Browder, Mrs. Union City, Tennessee, and cate nosegays of flowers which
Hemphill, Mrs. Jim Hodges, dents honored by the education girl August
10 at 2:25 p. m.
Later in the evening Mr. and
and her gift corsage was of Jen Ray Browder, Mrs.Charles Mrs. Hunter B. Whitesell, vio- accented the colors of their
Mrs. Harold Henderson and dean must attain a 3.5 aca- She weighed
7 pounds and 4
Mrs. Tate left for a wedding
linist. The organ numbers in- costumes
gold mums.
Mrs. Paul Blaylock greeted the demic standing or better, and ounces.
.
Thomas, Mrs. Bill Fossett,
trip to Ohio, after which they
Angellcus"—
guests attending the tea.
The gift table was center- Mrs. Felix Gossum Jr., and cluded "Pants
those in arts and sciences must
Miss Cindy Pewitt and Susan will make their
home
at
Franc,
210
"Andante
" (Violin Con- Lynn
ed with a large arrangement Mrs. Thomas Mahan.
attain a 3.6 based on a 4.0
Miller, youngest sister of State Street, Lexington, Kencerto)—Mendelssohn, "Bell SoENROUTE TO GEORGIA
of flowers in all shades of
the
grading system.
bride, were the brides- tucky, where they plan
Deep pink asters arranged
SUNDAY VISITORS
enter
to
liloquy,"
—Young,
"Meditati
on
Captain and Mrs. James
green in a crystal bowl. A in a
silver bowl centered the (Thais)"—Massenet, and "The maids. They were attired iden- the University of Kentucky later
Mr. and Mrs. H. N. Brawley
green table cloth was overlaid luncheon
Cheat
ham 'and children, of West
RETURN HOME
tically to the honor attendants this
table.
month.
Swan" — Saint Seen s. Mrs.
of Memphis and son, Woody
with lace.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Newton Point, New York, and Mr. end
except for the color of their
Both guests of honor were Whitesell played "Romanc
The
bride
departed
for
her
Brawley
family
and
Regensof
e" gowns, their being
About 21 attended or sent presented corsages
have returned to their home in Mrs. Johnny Sharpe 'and son, of
in Fiesta wedding trip wearing a pants berg,
of white (Second Concerto)-Wienlawski.
Germany, and James
gifts.
mums and the
costume of denim red cotton, Brawley and family of Padu- Jefferson City Missouri, after Mattoon, Illinois, are visiting
hostess gifts Mrs. Cultra played a Bach Cho- pink.
Mr. Tate served his son as combined
a visit with his sisters
with Mr. and Mrs. James
were candleholders.
Mrs.
rale, "Dan Neugelborne Kinwith a
provincial cah, were Sunday guests at the
The women of the
Smith
A coffee was held the next delein" during the betrothal best man. RickCardwell,son of printed
long sleeve
blouse home of Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Tom White. Mrs. Clyde. Ethe- Cheattii.m. Captain Cheatham
Street Church of Christ also day for them
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Richard
Cardwell, with matching accessories.
ridge, and Miss Ora Lee New- is minute to Fort Gordon,
at the home of service. The traditional wedNorement.
honored Miss Dowdy with a gift Mrs. Gilson
Georgia.
ton
Latta. Hostesses ding marches of Wagner and cousin of the bride, was the
tea August 7.
were Mrs. Latta and Mrs. Bob Mendelssohn were used for the ring bearer. Groomsmen were
Hostesses were Mrs. Jimmy Peterson.
processional and recessional. Jamie Pawlukiewicz and Johnny
Williams, Mrs. Charley MayThe petite bride, given in Campbell. Ushers were Eddie
nard, Mrs. D. L. Jones, Mrs.
Refreshments were served
marriage by her father, wore Crocker, Milan, Tennessee,
A, S. Thomas, Mrs.Harry Rich- from the dining table which
an exquisite gown of white peau cousin of the bridegroom, and
ards, and Mrs. Eugene Bard. was overlaid with a cutwork
the
d'ange lace,combined with peau Tom Bushart, cousin of
The gift table was center- cloth and centered with an ar- de
sofa. The high-rise bodice bride. Scott Miller, the bride's
ed with a miniature bride doll rangement of multi-colored was
brother,
— Your Problems Bring Answers —
and Bradley Tate,
entirely overlaid with the
dressed with a complete bridal roses
in a silver epergne. lace
brother of the
bridegroom,
pattern, featuring a scoop
outfit. The serving table was
neckline, etched in Venise lace. served as acolytes.
Dear Ann Landers. lam a San will do better if
you let him same place two nights in a row.
overlaid with a outwork cloth
For her daughter's wedding Francisco
wrong one.
The Juliet-designed sleeves,
dentist who reads know he is grown up
enough I never know where to look.
over a pink cloth. It featured
also fashioned of lace, were ac- Mrs. Miller chose a formal your column faithfully. Every to go in without
you.
an arrangement of pink carnaSometime
gown
s
of
I
look
deep
turquoise
in
eight places
silk day I am appalled by the igHow far should a teen-age
cented at the cuffs with a nar6. Don't permit your child before
tions entwined with wedding
I find them. This morn- couple go? Can
row etching of Venise lace.The georgette over silk peau de sole. norance and stupidity of par- to eat candy
necking be safe?
and other sweets ing they were in the medicine
balls.
V-neckline was featured ents.
When
A-line skirtwas designed of A
does it become too hot to
It occurred tome that the all day long.Substitute
raisins, cabinet. I figured it out when handle?
:Approximately 60 guests
peau de sole, overlaid with Dior with long, full sleeves, and best way to educate people is to dried
Send
for
Ann Landers'
prunes, apricots and I found the toothpaste
News takes pleasure in
called or sent gifts.
on the booklet, "Necking And
panels of lace flowing unattach- easy graceful skirt with at- write to Ann I,anders. Will you
Petfresh fruit. Sugarless gum is telephone table.
wishing the following friends
ttng — What Are The Limits??
ed from waistline to hem. A de- tached panels. She combined serve as the conveyor belt begood, too.
"Happy Birthday": Virginia
When I ask Dad to give me it-Mail your
tachable chapel train of peau de matching accessories and wore tween thousands of dentists and
request
to
GUESTS LEAVE
Ann
Lan:.
7.
Begin
early to teach your clue as to where to look he says, ders
Overby, August 12: Mettie Bus- sole
in care of your newspapei
was secured at the batk a white orchid.
millions of parents? Here are child the importanc
Mrs. H. L Day of Washing- hart. August 13; Stephen
e of caring "There are none so blind as enclosing
Mrs. Tate, mother of the the
Rog50 'in coin and along
basic guidelines:
too, D. C., and Mr. and Mrs. ers. August 14, Allen Cardwell, waistline with an applique of bridegroom, was
for
his
teeth
and
gums.
Habits
those
who
WILL NOT see!" I stamped,
attired in a
Venise lace. Her headdress
1. Don't wait until your child established early will
self-addressed env's!.
Henry Day and Pat of Houston, Otis Bin*, Mm.
stay with hate this cliche. How can !cure lope.
formal gown of beige dun) has
B. W. Hart, was created especially
a toothache before you take him the rest of his
for her
Texas, have returned to their August 15; Mrs. Floyd
life. I am him?—Chewed Over Cabbage
lace and violet crepe. The bod- him
Martin, gown, which was a
(C) 1971 Publishers - Haft
to the dentist. He will then not looking for publicity,
full length
homes after a visit with Mrs. Larry Wade, August 16; Mabel
so I'll
Dear Cabbage No way. Just Syndicate
mantilla of imported illusion, ice was fashioned of lace, fea- associate the dentist with pain sign
J. It Roberson and C. A. West. McAlister. Rachel
--No
Signature
turing
a boat neckline and el- and establish
don't ask him for any clues
Willisuns, etched in a border of Yenisei
an irreversible,
Dear No Sig: Thank you for and he
won't get the chance to
August 17; Phillip Bradley, Win lace. She carried a Bible over- bow length sleeves; the em- life-long
fear of dentistry. taking your
valuable
time
to
pire
waistline
was
defined
chew
his cabbage so many TO ATTEND DRAUGHON'S
Whitnel,
August 18.
2. Don't ignore cavities in write.
laid with a white orchid.
ATTEND FHA CAMP
The
teeth you saved times. Some people
with a band of moss green baby
1113S Sue Elkins daughter of
set themteeth because "they fall might
be my
Mrs. Hewitt Montgomery of' satin. Her accessories were of
grandchildren. selves up for
out eventually" and don't mataggravation. Mrs Betty Simpson, and Miss
Six South Fulton girls have
Lexington, Kentucky, attended blending hue and
her corsage ter. They DO matter, and should
Sandra Howard, daughter of
Dear Ann Landers: I am 14
returned from Camp Cements
her sister RB matron of honor WRS of cymbidiu
VISITS AUNT IN DELTA
m orchids. be well cared for to insure the
Dear Ann Landers It shocks Mr -and Mrs. E. C. Howard,
years old (a girl) and I have a
In Doyle, Tennessee. none atMr. and Mrs. T. C. Taylor and Mies Paige Miller, _aster of
Immediately following the proper alignment
me
the
way
you
hand out life will be attending Draughon's
of second gripe rather than a problem.
tending were:
Lisa Watts, and daughters. Barbara and the bride, was maid of honor. wedding a reception was held
and death advice — right off Business College in
teeth.
It's my father. Every morning
Paducah
Cakfw McKinney Carol Nabors, Betty, took a week end swing They wore formal gowns of at the
Fulton Country Club.
3. Don't use scare words I am supposed to bring him a the top of your head. Don't you this fall.
Mary Jane Cannon, Ginger down through the Mississippi aquamarine organ zine and slip- There, an arrangement of Jade
realize some people live by
when
you
talk
about
dentist.
the
per
satin.
ctap
-a-ha ctiffee the minute he
The natural waist- foliage decorated the
Fields, and Kathie Malray.
netts to visit his aunt, and
what you say" How do you imow
mantel. Expressions such as "needle"
opens his eyes and yells for it.
uncle, Mr. and Mrs. Frank line was defined with a wide The bride's table from which and
RETURNS TO FLORIDA
"pull the tooth out" should I am also supposed to bring you're always right?—No Mavin
midriff
created
of
satin,
feathe
guests were served was be
Wilks, who operates the Clay
Mr. and Mrs. James Turner
Dear N. M. Nobody is right
avoided. Tell the child the the newspaper and his glasses.
turing a self-laced
ROOM MOTHERS SOUGHT
peasant
overlaid
with
a white taffeta dentist will
have returned to Daytona
Company there. He reported a
"put your tooth to I don't mind doing this, but he all the time, and I DO make
A demurely scooped cloth which held a
Volunteeni are needed for wonderkal Mine, and on his way effect.
Beach, Florida, after spending
large cen- sleep" and "wiggle
it out." is not a person who has a lot of mistakes. But the advice you
neckline was accented with a terpiece of
room mothers for ga-ades one back be stopped at the
gladioli,
white
describe
summer in Murray where
the
as
"off
the
4. Don't bribe your child to patience,
Sky. bias self-ruching and
top of my
especially in
the long daisies and poms. Cel another
the head" sometime
through six at He Went Fulton Rides and that is exile*
s represents James attended summer school.
go to the dentist. This raises morning.
value gossamer Bishop's sleeves had
If
he
doesn't
get
his
table
a
three-tiered wedding many
Elementary School. Contact It Is Says he hasn't been that
questions and makes the coffee and paper and glasses hours of research. People who Mrs Turner is the daughter of
deep flounced ruffle cuffs. The cake, topped
Mrs. Guy Perry at 472-3253 if high tip since be flew
with fresh white child apprehensive,
write to me need a definite Mr. end Mire. Billy Joe King,
acmes easy dirndl skirt was created roses
immediately, be blows his cool. answer.
entwined
wedding
with
You clre interested.
More people suffer and Mr. Turner is the son of
the English Channel.
5. Don't insist on going into
with a deep ankle ruffle of or- bells
The
problem
is his glasses. from the Inability
was flanked by white the workroom
to MAKE a Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Turner, all
with the r
He never leaves them in the decision
than from making the of Fulton.

Two Hundred Ellen Sanger
Persons Honor Will Represent
K.M.Winston County At Fair

Miss Rita Jean Brockwell
Mr. David Cherry Engaged

Allyson Miller, Michael Tate
Wed In Beautiful Ceremony

Lovely Tea
Honors Two
Recent Brides

Area Students On
UK's Dean's List

Miss Dowdy,
Bride-Elect
Entertained

Two Parties
Fete Sisters
Both Brides

tel•ut .eafrtdeia

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Hello World

Burnie Stall=

Deaths
J. 0. Lewis, Beloved By All
Dies At 85 Last Saturday
-• James Otis
Lewis, born
August 21, 1885, near Owensboro, Ky., son of William Murphy. Lewis and Mary Winstead
Lewts, passed away August 7
at 10:30 a. m. at Haws Memortal Nursing Home following
an illness of several months.
Funeral services, under the direction of Hornbeak Funeral
Hbnie, were held Monday morning, August 9, at 10.90 in the
Futegral Chapel. The Rev.
James W. Best, assisted by the
Rev.-William Adams,conducted
the service. Interment followed in Greenlee Cemetery at
Fulton.
-Mi. Lewis graduated from
the University of Kentucky in
1811 and obtained a master's
degree from the University of
Chicago. He taught in an eleschool in Daviess
mentary
County before becoming principal of Owensboro High
School, which he served for
'19 years. He moved to Fulton
In 1930 and became superintendent of public schools in
Felton until 1946 when he aceepted the superintendency of
- the Mayfield High School. He
retired from school work in
1959 to become manager of

the WFUL radio station in Fulton and was associated with this
station until 1965.
Mr. Lewis was a charter
member of the Fulton Rotary
Club and served as president
and secretary for a number
of years.
Mr. Lewis served as city
councilman for two terms. In
1924 he organized the Western
Kentucky Football Conference
and served as commissioner
for 45 years.
Mr. Lewis was an active
member of the Baptist church
and served as chairman of
the deacons for many years.
lie was first married to Mary
Len man Shaw of Daviess County
on August 22, 1916. She died
June 8, 1943. He was married
to Ruth Fields on June 20, 1946.
He is survived by his widow
and two children, James 0.
Lewis, Jr. of Houston, Texas,
and Mrs. Jane Haynes of Ft.
Pierce, Fla., eleven grandchildren, two great-grandchildren, one sister, Mrs. W. H.
Boswell of Sorgho, Ky., and one
brother, Junius Lewis, LaCenter, Ky. A brother and two sisters preceded him in death.

Hornbeak Funeral Home Chapel
with William Bubernak and Ray
Steele
officiating. Interment
was in Union Cemetery.
Pallbearers were: Price
Kimbel, Jack Wise, Jr., Finis
Klutts, Finis Cathey, Douglas
Gilman, and Bill Warren.

Archie Burnie Stallins, 68,
Fulton, Route 4, died at 5:20
p. m. Friday, August 6, at the
Fulton Hospital following a
month's illness. He was a retired farmer and electrician.
Born November 9, 1902 in
Fulton County, Kentucky, he was
the son of the late Tom and
Graveside rites for ChristoSusie Roper Stallins. He was a
pher Morris Dublin, stillborn
member of
Jehovah's Wit- Infant of Mr.
and Mrs. William
nesses.
Kerry Dublin, Fulton, were held
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Victoria Soles Stallins, at 11 a. m. Friday, August 6, at
Camp
Beuregard Cemetery.
to whom he was married JanRev. Jerry Gallimore officiatuary 14, 1923; four daughters,
ed, followed by interment by
Mrs. Mildred Stallins, Mrs.
Jackson Funeral Home in DukeH A. Brown, Mrs. Jerrol Kyle,
dom.
and Mrs. Lee McClanahan,
The infant was born Wednesall of Fulton.
day afternoon, August 4, at the
Also surviving are two sisFulton Hospital.
ters, Mrs. Dixie Walker and
Besides his parents, he is
Mrs. Roper Jeffress both of survived by his paternal grandFulton; two brothers, Stine mother, Mrs. Govie Stroud,
Stallins, Fulton, and
Walton Water
Valley and maternal
Stallins of Memphis; seven grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
grandchildren, Donna Brown, Clarence O'Rear, Fulton.
Archie, Danny and Jana Kyle,
Vicki and Mike McClanahan, ,
Behold I am against thee,
Fulton and Jeannie Brisk' of 0 thou most proud, saith the
Lord
God of hosts; for thy day
Wallkill, New York.
Services were held at 2.30 is come, the time that I will
p. m. Sunday, August 8, at the visit thee." Jeremiah 50:31

Christopher Dublin

William Thomas

Hugh LeCornu
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Hugh LeCornu, a resident of
William Calvin Thomas, retired farmer and resident of Riceville for many years, died
Wednesday,
August 4, at Haws
the Fulton area for the past
seven years, died at 1 30p.m. Memorial Nursing Home. He
Word has been received ofthe
Thursday, August 5, at the Obion was 93.
sudden death on Tuesday, AugBorn July 8, 1879 in Obion ust 10, of Mrs. Bob Reardoe,
County General Hospital in
County, Tennessee, he was the the former Charlotte Ann WiseUnion City. He was 67.
son
of the late Mr. and Mrs. man of Fulton, at her home in
1903
November
5,
in
Born
Weakley County, Tennessee, he John LeCornu. He was a retired Louisville.
was the son of the late Davis farmer and member of Mt. HerMrs. Reardon was the daughJenkins and Dinnie Taylor man Methodist Church.
ter of Mrs. Ruth Thompson and
Survivors
his
include
wife,
Thomas. He was a member of
the late Cecil Wiseman,former
Mrs. Connie Chadwick LeCor- Fulton residents.
the First Baptist Church.
Ills wife, Felma Maurine nu, a patient at Haws Memorial,
Besides her mother and husThompson Thomas died July 4, two sons, H. L. LeCornu of. band, she is survived by
a
Wayne, Michigan, and Harold brother, Hal Wiseman, Ti. S.
1971.
Survivors include a brother, Dean LeCornu of Reno, Nevada. Navy and a sister, Becky WiseBonnie Thomas, Latham, two Six grandchildren and five man.
sisters, Mrs. Gertrude Vine- great-grandchildren also surFuneral arrangements are
yard of
Jackson, and Mrs. vive.
being handled by Highland FuGeneva Gallimore of Chicago.
Services were held Satur- neral Home Louisville.
A brother, Taylor
Thomas, day, August 7, at 1:90 p. m. at
preceded him in death.
the Hornbeak Funeral Home
Services were held at 3p.m. Chapel with Rev. William G.
Saturday, August 7, at the Horn- Adams, minister of First United
Wilbur Allen Kerney, an embeak Funeral Home Chapel with Methodist Church, officiating.
Rev. Paul Merwin officiating. Interment
was in Fairview ployee of Rucker's Construction Company, died of a gunInterment was in the New Hope Cemetery.
Cemetery.
Active pallbearers were: shot wound at Phillippy, Tennessee,
early Sunday, August 1.
Pallbearers ere. John Thom- Henry Bethel, R. A. Binford,
as, Mike Butts, Wendall Butts, W. D. Powers, Otis LeCornu, He was 24.
Survivors include two chilRalph Lamb, Charles Lamb, R. L. LeCornu and Alvin Mordren, Victoria L. Kerney and
and David Humphrey.
row.

Mrs. Bob Reardon

Wilbur Allen Kerney

Wilbur Alien Kerney, Jr., idal
parents, Mr. and Mrs.Will Allen and several brothers &lad
sisters.
Services were held Thursday',
August 5, at 2 p. m. at Antioeh
Baptist Church with Rev. S. A.
Bell officiating. Interment was
in Fairview Cemetery.

Rev. Morris Lewis
South Fulton Pastor
Rev. Morris Lewis of Neel.).
villa, Tennessee was appcdated new pastor of the South
ton Church of God of Propbeek
at the annual state convention
of that church held in MadleoC
Tennessee in July.
He will succeed Rev. Andrew
Collins who was appointed to
Tennessee Ridge, Tennessee.
Rev. Lewis invites the public
to attend all services at the
local church. Sunday School is
held at 9.45 a. m., worship
service at 10:45 a. m., young
peoples' service at 6:30 p.
and evening worship at 7:45
p. m.

Mrs. Mozelle Crafion W.A.Criteadea
Mrs. Mozelle Boyd Crafton,
W. A. Crittenden, 49, a car75,1 member of a prominent penter and World War II vetFulton family and widow of eran, died at the Community
Dr. George A. Crafton, died Hospital in Mayfield at 3:10
suddenly Thursday, August 5, p. m. Wednesday, August 4,
at 2:07 p. m.at the Fulton Hos- after an extended illness.
pital. She made her home at 203
Born May 4, 1922 in Graves
Cedar Street.
County, Kentucky, he was the
• She served as a member of son ofthe late Willie Atkin Critthe 'South Fulton Elementary tenden and Mrs. Ruth CrittenSchool faculty for 18 years, den of Pilot Oak, who survives.
titieing several years ago. He was a member of the Pilot
Born February 21, 1896 in Oak Baptist Church.
Fulton County, Kentucky, she
Survivors include his mothwas the daughter of the late er; his wife, Mrs.NadineCritWilliam F. and Mary Mozelle tenden, Fulton,three daughters,
Sintord
Boyd. Her husband Mrs. Jerry Hale, Park Forest,
preceded her in death in 1944. Illinois, Mrs. Marvin Gilbert,
:Mrs. Crafton was a graduate Water Valley, Mrs. Judy JohnCarr Institute and Ward- son, Fulton, and five grandEtelmont College in Nashville. children.
Siie was a member of the First
Also surviving are two brothUnited Methodist Church.
ers, Norman Crittenden of
.survivors include a daugh- Milan and Howard Crittenden
ter, Mrs. Robert K. Howell, of Murray; five sisters, Mrs.
Xi., of Lookout Mountain, Ten- Haldon Glover of Palmersville,
naissee, and a son, Dr. George Mrs. Raymond Wallace, PaduBUyd Crafton of Nashville. Five cah, Mrs. Voris Coltharp, and
grandchildren, Marie Mozelle Mrs. Namon Brann, both
of
and Robert Sanford Howell of Pilot Oak, Mrs. Jones Glover
Lookout Mountain Tennessee of Mayfield and several nieces
and Sara Evelyn, George West and nephews.
and William Boyd Crafton, all
Services were held at the
of: Nashville, also survive. Pilot Oak Baptist Church Sat...She leaves a brother, WU- urday, August 7, at 2 p. m.with
mitn Boyd of Fulton and a niece, Rev. Norman Crittenden offiMrs. Covy L. Williams, of Bell- ciating. Interment was in the
ale, Texas. A sister, Mrs. church cemetery.
Rebecca Boyd Rucker of Houston, Texas, preceded her In
death.
:Services were held at 2p.m.
Mason Henry (Mace) Rose,
Friday, August 6, at the Horn- 83, president of the Dukedom
beak Funeral Home Chapel, Bank at Dukedom, Tennessee,
with William G. Adams, offi- died
Thursday night, August
cliting. Interment was in Fair- 5,
at the Fulton Hospital.
view Cemetery.
For 60 years, he was asso'Active pallbearers were: Bob ciated with the bank, beginning
Bieford, Jack Maddox, Clyde as assistant cashier in 1911.
Williams, Jr., Parks Weaks, Under his guidance the bank
11,. H. Bugg, and Ward Johnson. was the only one in Weakley
County
which remained open
throughout the Depression
years of the '30s.
sirs. Vera Mires Baldridge,
His early education was in
-614.wife of Paul (Shorty) Bald--Graves County, Kentucky, but
ridge, died Friday, August 6, later he attended schools in
at:the Obi on County General Dickson, Tennessee.
Hospital in Union City. She had
Mr. Rose was the son of Ruben
boon employed by the Brown H. Rose, grandson of Henry
ShOe Company for 43 years. Mason Rose of Graves County
ip addition to her husband, and great-grandson of Ruben
survivors include a son, Jere Rose of RobersonCounty, TenBaldridge of Union City, a nessee.
brother, Charlie Mires, also
Survivors include his wife,
of.Union City; three sisters, Anna Lou White Rose, South
Mee. Joe Crfitendon of Water Fulton, a son, Ray R. Rose, a
Valley, Kentucky, and Mrs. grandson Ken Rose and grandClop Alexander and Mrs. Ray- daughter, Cathy Rose Kemp,all
mined Garland, both of Union of Little Rock, Arkansas; a
City; two
granddaughters, brother, Gordon Rose of Fulton
Halsey Baldridge and Jennie and a sister, Miss Ruby Rose.
Ba.tdridge, both of Union City.
A daughter, Dorothy Dean
Services were held at 2 p.m. Rose, and two sisters, Jewell
Sunday, August 8, at White- Rose and Bertha Rose Gibson,
Ranson Funeral Home Me- preceded him in death.
morlal Chapel with interment
Funeral services were held
In Oast View Cemetery.
at 2 p. m. Saturday August 7
Pallbearers were. Lincoln at the Jackson Funeral Home
Elisiley, Leon Forrester, David Chapel in Dukedom, with the
Schleifer, Bill Barker, Morgan Rev. Gerald Stow and Rev. Bill
Omar, and
Bart Netherland. Smalling officiating. Interment
was in the Oak Grove Cemetery.
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Mason Henry Rose

Mrs. Vera Baldridge

Harry Plott
!ferry Plott, 69, retired titbit:es Central conductor, died
steldenly of a heart attack Monthey; August 9, at his home in
Centralia, Illinois.
Iris wife, who survives, lathe
former Helen Exum. He was a
brother-in-law of Milton and
Thomas Exum of Fulton.
Graveside services were held
at -3:30 p.m. Wednesday at Fairview Cemetery, with Rev. WilHal G. Adams, minister of the
Fidst United Methodist Church,
offielating. Interment by Hornbeat Ftmeral Home followed.

k

The Master's Miracles "and they brought unto Him the lams. )
and the blind and the palsied and He healed them all."

NOBILITY of the soul is a divine blessing. And though it has not been
11 given to all good men to perform miracles • -He has left unto all the
blessings of Peace. and the radiant light of the Eternal Soul. Let us give
thanks for the glory of His words and the greatness of His work raising
our voices to praise Him in the Church in which Ile consecrated His
teachings.

'FIEND

HURCH

EGULARLY

Mrs. Lena Byrn
Mrs. Lena Byrn, a Water
Valley resident, died Sunday,
August 8, at 6:45 a. m. at the
Fulton Hospital, She was 85.
The only survivors are several nieces and nephews, two
grandchildren and a greatgrandchild.
Funeral services were held
at 2 p. m. Tuesday, August 10,
at the Hopkins and Brown Funeral Home at Wing° with the
Rev. Eugene Lindsey officiating. Interment was in the Water
Valley Cemetery.

-:. reenfield Monument Works

This feature is sponsored by the following public-spirited firms . The nicest way to thank them is to patronize them.

Liberty Super Market
South

Fulton, Tennessee

Hickman-Fulton R. E. C. C.
"Live Better Electrically"
Hickman, Ky.

M & B Gulf Station
Tires, Batteries, accessories
172.9068
Kentuck,y Ave. at Reed

The Citizen's Bank
Make our bank your bank
Hickman

Ky.

2.16-2.455

E. W. James and Sons

Fulton, Kentucky

SUPERMARKETS
Hickman

South Fulton

Union City

Fulton
Coca-Cola Bottling Co.. Inc.
Kentucky Ave.

Fulton

Fulton Electric System

472.1171

305 Main Street

472-1361

Compliments et

Fulton Bank
THE FRIENDLY SANK

— In Operation 68 Years —

•::

Display
Well Lighted At Night
Open Sunday Afternoons
Large

W. D. Powers

Greenfield
Phone us-rzn

fieylton
Rhone 472-1353

J. B. MANESS & SONS
Greenfield, Tenn.
•

Hornbeak Funeral Home
302 Carr Si,,,"
Fulton, Ky.
172.1412

Turner's Oure Milk Co.
At the Store—Or at your doer
Fulton, Ky.
472.3311

Henry I. Siegel Company, Inn,
Fulton and South Fulton
a Good place to work

Henry Edwards Trucklag
MCIA492
Clinton, Ky.
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Campaigning At Fancy Farm

Oratory, Barbecue
Features Of Picnic
A large and enthusiastic audience, seated under the famed
oak trees on the lawn of old St.
Jerome School, got an earful
today as Kentucky's four gubernatorial hopefuls and a host of
lesser candidates spoke at the
91st annual Fancy Farm picnic.

Election, Reports
To Feature Meeting

•GOOD smarms
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Mn. 1411kaaa Ilhalbrook

Opal Outland returned to her
home in Chicago Sunday after
visiting with her brothers Basil
and Loyd Watkins and families
Election of local stockhold- honoring new board members here.
Mr. and Mrs. Rex Bethel,
er's committee, Farm Home at which they will receive lapel
Advisory Committee members, pins. Retiring board members Mr. and Mrs. Fender Carland operations reports will will be presented the coopera- ton, Mr. and Mrs.Terry Bethel,
highlight the Southern States tive's Leadership Award in Lanny and Lanee returned FriCooperative's Annual member- recognition of their services, day from a trip to the Smoky
ship meeting for the Fulton
Nominees for the local stock- Mountains.
Mr. and Mrs. George Elliott
area, August 19 at South Ful- holder's committee for the Ftdton High School. The meeting ton area, are: Harry Hancock and Danna have been visiting
will be held at 7:30 p. m.CDST. of Water Valley, Joe McGaugh with their family in Lansing*
Good Springs CPW met at the
Patrons and members Dian- of Union City, Tennessee, Rich'ling to attend the business ses- ard Killebrew and Varroy Cox church for the regular August
meeting with Mrs. Ray Bruce,
sion should contact SSC, Inc.- of Fulton.
Women nominated for the president, presiding. Mrs.Oren
ta Ky. Service for meal
Stover
gave the first chatter
Farm Home Advisory Corntickets.
George Ray Gunter of Fulton mittee are Mrs. Billy Bar- in the Mission Study Book and
will serve as chairman of the ham and Mrs. Ray Bruce oi Mrs. Hillman Westbrook led a
local meeting. The Rev.Gayle Dukedom, Mrs. W. B. Nether_ discussion on "The Bible
Barnes of Wingo Presbyterian land and Mrs. David Wells of Speaks about
aW
b°
aller
PrB
ay
u"
e
ck '
and son
Church in Water Valley will Fulton.
Rupert are now making their
give the invocation.
home in Mayfield and liking
Local operations and servit very much.
ices will be discussed by Ed
Ruth Darnell received her
Magness, manager of SSC, Inc.Murray
master's degree at
Fulton, Ky. Service.
State University last Friday.
William E, Hopkins of MadiMr. and Mrs. Lewis Cole
sonville, a member of the cohave not been as well as usual
operative's
regional
staff,
this
past week. Their son Pete
will report on the over-all
Dr. Harry M. Sparks, presiSouthern States operations for dent of Murray State Univer- Kennedy of Nashville came to
the fiscal year, which ended sity, and
university be with them over the weekend.
eight
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Bruce,
June 30.
faculty
members have been
There will also be the show- selected to have their names Lexington, and Mrs. Imogene
Choice,
Paducah, were visitors
ing of "Support System," a 15- appear in the 1971 edition of
minute color movie in which "Outstanding Educators of of Mr. and Mrs.Thomas Bruce.
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Almembers and their wives, em- America."
ployees and management peoFaculty members chosen are: ford, Tracey and Tanna made a
trip to Alabama last
vacation
ple tell what Southern States Dr. Michael J. Gardone, assomeans to them, how it oper- date professor of economics; week.
ates, where it hopes to go in Dr. Karl F. Hussung, professor Mrs. Manuel Davidson was
the future. Made without a for- of chemistry; Dr. Alice Koe- visiting relatives in Missiswhen she became ill
mal script by a new technique necke, chairman of the home sippi
of "talking to the camera," economics department; Dr. Ray and had to have surgery. Her
"Support System" emphasizes Moftild, chairman of the corn- husband left Sunday to be with
her,
how the cooperative "supports" municatices department.
the farmer in his business of
Dr. Doris Mouser, assistant Mr. and Mrs. Russel Puckett
children spent a few days
and
farming.
professor of elementary eduAnother meeting feature is an cation; Dr. Bernard Segal, as- with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
audience
participation quiz, sociate professor of psychol- Roy Puckett, last week. He is
"What's Your Cita?" The quiz ogy; Mrs. June Warden Smith, being transferred from his asis designed to test participants' associate professor of isle- signment in Californit to one
"Cooperative Intelligence Quo- mentary education; and Miss in Indiana
'
tient," or knowledge of South- Ruby Smith, chairman of the Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Byrd
and
baby
have moved from the
ern States Cooperative.
elementary education departSherron place to Troy, TennesThere will be a ceremony ment.
see.

Draft Lotteries To Be Held
In Spite Of Federal Action
With fall classes Deeming the old law was in effect_ out
in some colleges and univer- were otherwise eligible, could
sites in late August, many still be inducted provided adomen born in the year deice to this effect was made
young
1952 have inquired when they by the President. The Secrewill get their "lottery" nuns- tary of Defense has said he is
ber. It is quite understandable "not in favor of using such an
why these registrants are con- unfair method to select the
cerned about their future. Ob- people for the July and August
viously no one can make plans call."
A delay of three or four
with the uncertainty of involuntary military service for two months in renewing the inducauthority may give some
tion
years.
whether the allTo allay some of the appre- Indication
hension the Selective Service volunteer force can be achieved
Thursday, when one of the factors which
has set
System
August 5 as the date for the lot- has motivated many youngmen
tery to determine the order in to enlist - the draft - has exwhich young men born in 1952 pired.
"You and the Draft" pledges
will be inducted into the armed
forces in 1972. The lottery to keep all Kentucky registrants
was originally scheduled for and other interested persens
July 1 but was postponed after well informed so they can plan
House-Senate conferees dead- for the future with some assurlocked over legislation to ex- ance that their plans will not be
tend the "draft" act two years. disrupted by the "draft."
Once again we remind all
At the time this column is
being written the stalemate is young men they must register
over a Senate amendment within five days after reaching
(Mansfield). Basically, this their lath birthday. Selectiye
amendment provides that !twill Service registration can be acbe U. S. policy topull out from complished at any local board.
Vietnam within nine months The address given at the time of
after enactment of the bill, pro- registration determines the lovided American prisoners of cal board. If a young man regwar are released. When the isters away from home be
stalemate will be broken is dif- should check the Registration
ficult to predict, as there are Card carefully to determine
indications that Congress may that the address he has •Cleen
h fa
rtelach a compromise until will be under the board of his
choice. The local board of
the
The authority to induct ex- jurisdiction cannot be changed
pired on June 30. However, all after it has been established.
other activities of the System,
such as registration, classifiMERGE
cation and pre-induction exam- The state Council
on Puhlic
inations are continuing. Failure Higher Education iiwprave.d..a
of the House-Senate conferees merger between
Ken.
Northern
to break the deadlock has forced lucky state College in cnvirigdelay in calling up 16,000 men
• „
nnonac
- r-•
requested by the Department of ''''
'
;
-1 is
ar
t
,01
`''r
ege
s
'
aofs`LL7The
Defense for the Army in July tine
give.
Kentucky
its
third
and August.
law school.
Men who were deferred when

at the same time maintaining
state services.
He proposed a three - point
plan for offsetting a loss of
tax money on food:
(I) Shifting the tax burden
(2) Creating new jobs with
new industries.
(3) Normal growth of econCampaign oratory, barbecued
my which he estimated at $500
pork and mutton, clear skies,
million over a four-year period.
and temperatures in the high
He also pledged to keep Ken90's combined to make the gathtucky's agriculture strong and
ering one of the most delightful
said he would oppose further
In recent years.
taxes on cigarettes and tobacco.
A.B. (Happy) Chandler, twice
Regarding welfare, Emberton
Emberton said his predeces- said, "I believe anyone that
governor, former U.S. senator
and baseball commissioner, led sors were "very entertaining but needs work, who can work,
off the parade Of gubernatorial not very informative."
should work."
speakers. Chandler is running on
He sugested they all go on TV
Ford's running mate, House
on
Chandler
"What's
My
Speaker Julian Carroll, Paduthe Independent ticket or, as he
perfers, the Commonwealth tick- Line," Smith on "Mission lei- cah, called this a Democratic
et. Chandler was followed to possible" and Ford on "Let's year - the year for putting
Democrats in Frankfort.
the rostrum by William Smith, Make a Deal."
"And the place to start is
(Mrs. Robert Blair, wife of
American party candidate; Wenright here in the First District,
dell Ford, Democrat, and Toni the American Party candidate
for lieutenant governor who the Gibraltar of Democracy,"
Emberton, Republican.
spoke later on behalf of her hus- he added.
The gubernatorial campaign
James Host, Emberton's runband, who is ill, remarked that
apparently swelled the crowd to
Emberton should be on the TV ning mate, reminded his listenone of the largest in the past 15 program "Hollywood Square". ers that this was his second
years, and reminded many of
Emberton, like Chandler, appearance at Fancy Farm in
the picnics held years ago on the pledged to remove a five per as many years..
eve of primary elections.
"Last year they told me not
cent sales tax from food while
Chandler, an old favorite ir
to come down here. But somehow I've got a feeling that an
Graves County and particularly
CHESTNUT GLADE awful lot of folks are for us,"
Fancy Farm, told the crowd he
By Mrs. Harvey Vaughan
he concluded.
was speaking at the picnic beOther candidates who spoke
fore two of his opponents were
The past Sunday was almost briefly were:
born and while the other was a
homecoming day when
Thelma Stovall, Democrat,
little boy at his mother's knee. like a
several who were formerly of and Bill Emory, American
"It's expensive to train a gov
this community attended the Party, candidates for secretary
ernor in office, and I already
morning service at Oak Grove. of state.
know how to be governor,"
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy HarBob Miller, Republican candiwood from Florida and Mr. and
Chandler said.
Mrs.
Norman Harwood and date for state auditor.
Chandler, who is a spry 73,
Drex Davis, Democrat, Dick
Rusty from Mayfteld were welscoffed at the idea of his being comed visitors, Norman and Vermillion, Republican, and *************************************************************31**********
too old for office. "Look at his family were visiting Tommy Mrs. Helen Breeden, American
Churchill, look at De Gaulle, and family in Florida when Party, candidates for state
look at Stradavarius - they all the Apollo 15 left and were pri- treasurer.
did good jobs when they were vileged to be in the very large
Ed Hancock, Democratic cangroup present at the launching. didate for attorney general.
a lot older than I am."
Chandler cited his record dur- They reported it to bean amazLayman Ginger, Democratic
ing his two terms in the gover- ing sight to see. The fifteen candidate for state superintendmembers of the Ray and Hester
ent.
nor's mansion at Frankfort. Bondurant
family were also
Ben Allen Burns, Repubilcan
"Look up the record, and see
welcomed, as they were a most
who's qualified," he said.
dedicated family while living in candidate for commissioner of
He reiterated his pledges to
the community and have been agriculture.
Francis Jones Mills, Demo
greatly missed. Tommy and his
repeal the 5 per cent tee on
wife and their son and three cret, and Doug Moseley, Retake-home food and to reorgandaughters and Jerry and his publican, candates for clerk of
ize the government. "And," he
wife, daughter and,three sons the Court of Appeals.
id, "I can even get along withfrom
,
Indianapothmod-Moto -RePo =Lloyd C 1 app,
Lassie's $500,000 airplane."
Rachel and her
and Win
master of ceremartgo, wafors the
He also proposed a sweepson from Mayfield, Mr. and
stakes on the Kentucky Derby
Mrs. Franklin House and David gram
—les
. Ernest mur
s7
w.
kiingFair
cy,
"that would get us a tow sack
from Memphis, were present
picnic chair
at the morning service. The Farm, was general
full of money."
'
Smith, who is from Princeton, night service was attended by man
Mr. and Mrs. Woody Woodruff
told the crowd that "we have
and
daughters
from
Detroit.
— ROUTE THREE
given both parties a chance, and
Several local visitors were
Mrs. Aline WiMems
both have failed."
welcomed
which encouraged
The Princetterian pledged to the membership to expect many
The Oak Grove Church of
fight for the removal of the 5 visitors during the week when
per cent sales tax, and proposed the services will be each eve- Christ meeting is in progress
election reforms "so the little ning at 7:45. An invitation is this week with Jim Cannon of
extended to everyone to attend Lone Oak, Ky.doing the preachpeople can have a voice."
big. The public is invited. Harry
He charged the Democratic each of the services and esOwen is the song director.
candidate (Ford) is controlled pectally to attend the HomecomMr. and Mrs. J. C. Davis of
big next Sunday when, afterthe
by special interests, citing J.R.
basket dinner, singing will be at Memphis spent a few days last
Miller, the state Democratic 2 p. m.
week with her sister, Mrs.
and Mr. Croft.
Imirman. "The y may even
Sympathy is extended to the Newman Croft
My cousin, Mrs. Lupe Haley
;Wee the name of our state Dublin and O'Rear family in the
foiragt4i7::,
to
"he said, refer- loss of their infant son and of Paragould, and her brother
Tom Laswell are expected for
ring to Miller's Mississippi birth- grandson last Thursday.
visit with us this weekend.
Sympathy is extended to the a
Flaw.
The Primitive Baptist meetfamily
of
Calvin
Thomas
who
corSmith pledged to dean up
will begin at Old Bethel
passed away last Thursday,one _ing
ruption and waste within the
Elder Miming, of
month and one day after the Sunday with
Hattiesburg,
Miss, doing the
state government, and tear down passing of his wife Maurine.
the "private" sign at the en- They both had suffered poor preaching. Everyone is welinvited to come.
come and
trance of the governor's man- health for several years.
Mr. and Mrs. Henson Jones
Mr. and Mrs. George Elliott
sion.
Monday and
Dresden
were in
Ford placed the miseries of and Dana and Mr. and Mrs. visited with Mr. and Mrs. HarCharles Johns and Ronnie vaKentuckians right at the feet
Carney in Latham on the
cationed in Detroit and visited vey
of the Republican administra- relatives there and at some way home.
Everyone is busy with cantion.
other places along the way.
freezing and the big
Sympathy is extended to the ning and
Tieing the Nunn-Emberton reon.
°nig
gime with that of President Nix- family of "Mace" Rose who meetings
Mr. and Mrs. Damon Cloar
on's, Ford told the crewd the passed away last Friday after of Union City visited with Mr.
The true facts about anything
woes citizens are experiencing a long illness.
Everett Williams a
Good newspapers, good newsJim Burke remains unim- and Mrs.
from taxes, unemployment, high proved after being a patient while Wednesday night.
are seldom pure and never simple.
papermen constantly dive,'dig, and
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Lewis and
prices, and a recession are the In the Fulton Hospital for the
Facts often are deeply hidden, like
son have returned to their home
probe beneath the appearances of
direct products Of those who past month,
Sterling Heights, Mich. after
the seven-eighths of an iceberg
Want to continue in office.
Mrs. Van Brann and Mrs. in
things to their deeper, often hidrelatives here.
visiting
which always lie under water.
"'Haw does My opponent pier Opal Pounds have returned to
den meanings and connections.
Mr. and Mrs. Pete Winstead
to correct the mistakes of his their home in Memphis after attended the ordination of Elder
When your newspaper reporter
last week with Mr.
spending
There are all kinds of newspolitical godfather?" Ford askDanny Parker at Mt. Moriah*
and Mrs. Harvey Vaughan,
says
Saturday and spent the night with
ed.
papers and all kinds of newspaperMrs. Wiley Sims honored her
Mrs. Bobby Crouch.
On taxes, Ford was equally husband with a birthday supper Elder and
men. Nobody ever claimed they
We were sorry to hear of the
adamant, charging Emberton, last Friday night. Those enjoy- death of W. A. Crittenden. Our
"May I ask you a question or
were all perfect. But one thing
as Noun's chief assistant, with Mg this occasion were Mr. sincere sympathy goes to those
two?" he is really "diving" for
is certain:
"taking a leading part in twist- and Mrs. Irvin Brimdige, Mr. left to mourn his passing.
facts. He hopes to bring to the
ing arms of legislators and put- and Mrs. Durrell Terrell, Mr.
Our sympathy to the family
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our public life.
Mrs. Fred Vaughan and Mrs. ad in the neighborhood by a
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Mr.
That's the joh of a free and unand
Mrs.
James
were
ing Committee has today re- the Chestnut Glade Club at the visiting with
us a while Thurslicensed press.
leased the names of individuals Achievement Luncheon at the day night.
who have lost their drivers University Center last Tuesday,
Ural Cupples and soil Steve *
license for the week ending Members of the Chestnut Glade and Mrs.
Dorothy
Hopkins
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Saturday with Mr. and
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They are as fellows:
Mrs. Fred Vaughan spent have bought the Coletharp place
HICKMAN''CiDUNTY
at
Fills
Ann
and
will
soon be
Thomas Daniel Moore, Route several days last week with moving,
fr4, Clinton, Kentucky, 21, PSS, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Weather
ford in Paris.
1-26-73,
Mr. and Mrs.Harvey Vaughan
James Earl Spencer,429 Waterfteld Drive, Clinton, Ken- attended the beautiful wedding
of Karen Taylor and Wayne
tucicy, 45, RCT, 12-1-71.
Swilley at the South Fulton BaptARAVES COUNTY
Kent,
III,
tist
Church Saturday night.
Barnett
William
Mr. and Mrs. Boone Noel
120 Fairland Drive, Mayfield,
Atlanta, Georgia, and
Kentucky, 26, DWI, 12-23-71. from
ANDREWS
Raymond Lee Bell, Route 02, Mrs. Harry Whftver from NashJewelry Company
ville
visited
Mrs. Eula Rogers
Mayfield, Kentucky, 53, DWR,
and Darrell Sunday,
10-24:42.
ting pressure on them to succeshilly pass Nunn's tax bill."
Ford then listed the Democratic tax record, saying "We
Democrats in a iteneral assembly have made a record of keeping our promises on taxes. We
removed the sales t a x from
farm machinery in 1968. We removed the sales tax from drugs
and health devises in 1970. We
removed the sales tax from auto
transfers when no money changed hands .
we have cut
taxes."
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Emberton To Bring
Campaign To Fulton
Tom Emberton will
bring
his campaign for Governor of
Keintucky to Fun& County on
Wednesday, August 18.
The nominee for Governor
will be accompanied by Ken
Harper, candidate for Secretary of State. Bob Miller, candidate for State Auditor and
Q0111/ Moseley, candidate for
Clerk of the Court of Appeals.
Emberton's CARE-o-van will
arrive in Fulton at noon as part
of a 32-day swing across Kentucky designed to take the Emberton Campaign "to the people."
Emberton emphasized that
he planned to see as many people as possible on the tour and
to listen to their views concerning Kentucky's problems and
needed solutions.
He stressed his plan to discuss with Kentuckians the proposed removal of the 5 per
cent sales tax on food.
"I strongly believe that the
people of our state should not
be made to pay a tax on a necessity of life," Emberton said,
"and I commit my leadership
to seeing that the tax on groceries is removed."
Emberton, discussing
the
CARE-o-van, added that even
with the extensive 4200-mile
travel schedule during August
and early September, he would
continue to make regular campaign appearances at schedul ed events apart from the
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Sgt. Bennie Sams Receives
Honor For High Production

tour. He said he plans to spend
three days greeting voters at
the'Kentucky State Fair.
While Emberton's tour moves
across Kentucky, Jim Host,
candidate for Lt. Governor in
the November General Election, and three other members
of the Emberton-Host ticket,
will be on a separate CARE0-van through the same 116
counties.
Host said this will insure
that members of the ticket
visit every Kentucky County
at least twice before mid-September.
Mrs. Emberton and Mrs.Host
will begin their own tour of Kentucky on, Tuesday, August 17
and will visit 72 Kentucky communities.

S/Sgt. Bennie W. Sams, Air
recruiter at Bowling
Force
Green and son of Mr. and Mrs.
H. C. Sams, Fulton, received
top production awards at a recent awards presentation held
in Louisville.
He was presented Detachment's Top Recruiter Award
for FY 71 and the 3505th Recruiting Group Top Recruiter
Award, for which he received
a standing ovation.
Displayed
at his Bowling
Green office are Detachment's
four Quarterly Top Recruiter
Awards, his sector's Annual
Top Recruiter Award and Detachment's Top WAF and OTS

Recruiter Awards.
Sgt. Sams has served 16 years
in the Air Force. At various
times throughout his career
he has been stationed in the
Philippines, Guam, Africa,
Canada, Kansas City, Paducah,
Georgia, and South Carolina.
A graduate of Fulton High
School in 1955, he attended
Union University at Jackson,
months
Tennessee, several
before joining the Air Force.
Sgt. Sams and his wife Nancy
three children. Kathy,
have
nine, Bennie Jr., seven, and
Randy, five. They have resided
in Bowling Green for a year.

Deadline Nears
For Entry In
Woods Contest

Woodland owners in Kentucky
and Southern Indiana have until
midnight, Sunday, August 15,
to submit entries in the annual
Bananas Unite Us! Latin American Students and their new Fulton friends discuss the commodity that has brought thorn to.
Tom Wallace Farm Forestry
gelher for the Ninth International Banana Festival. From left to right the new Amigos are: Francisco Vacas, Quito, Dee De.
Awards competition.
The contest, a public service Sanders, Fulton; Lucia Pazmino, Quito; and Stanley Scates, Fulton.
(Photo by Wilson Wooley)
program of The Courier-Journal and The Louisville Times
to promote good woodlands
management, seeks woodland
owners with forestry management program from all over
Kentucky and 31 Southern InThe twin cities of Fulton,
diana counties. The woodland Ky., and South Fulton, Tenn.,
owner
with
the
most
outstandThe following persons were
are preparing for their ninth
patients in Fulton's hospitals ing forestry management pro- annual international
Banana
gram will receive $500. The Festival to be held Aug. 12-14.
on Wednesday, August 11.
S/Sgt. Bennie Sams
second
place winner will re- "Bunches" of banana activities
HILLVIEW
ceive
$200.
Also,
the
woodland are planned for the festive ocMinnie Sullivan, Cayce; Janapplication of leadertical
ice Turner, Sedalia; Terri owner showing the most im- casion, promoters
maintain,
ship principles. Field trainEast, Mayfield; Mary Ellen provement in his forestry pro- Including parades, a princess
News From Our
ing emphasizes the exercise
Perry, Lovelaceville; May Hen- gram in the past year will re- pageant, visiting Latin Ameriof command and the making
derson, Crutchfield; Evelyn ceive a $200 prize. The im- can dignitaries, a carnival and
Boys In The
of sound decisions under presPhillips, Water Valley; Glynn provement division runner-up a giant banana pudding made
sure. These lessons reinforce
Summers, Carotene Riley, will receive $100.
to feed 10,000 people.
the essential mission of Army
The four top prize winners
Mary Ann Jones, Hickman; LarPerhaps the event most popuROTC — to provide the nation
ry Gwinn, Estelle Ramsey, will receive their awards at the lar with Fultonians, however,
with young men who have exLinda Cathey, Nell Clinard, annual Farm Awards Luncheon is the banana bake-off, which
cellent civilian educations and
Judy Carol Brown, South Ful- in Louisville next February. places the area's best banana
ANNVILLE, Pa. (AHTNC) — who voluntarily qualify themPersonalized wooden plaques cooks and their dessert conton; Norma Mulcahy, Buford
Cadet Gary L. Harris, 21, son selves
during their student
Bennett, Linda Clark, Pat Mc- will be awarded to the top en- coctions in competition for
of Mr. and Mrs. Luther A. Har- days for commissions in the
Minn, Ann Moss, Ann Fenwick, trant in each county from which category and grand
prizes.
ris, Route 4, Hickman, Ky., is Army.
five or more entries are subJimmy McClendon, Fulton.
Yvonne Hunter who captured
receiving six weeks practical
Cadet Petty's wife, Marimitted, and who, in the opinion the 1970 bake-off championwork in military leadership at lyn, lives on Route 6, Murray.
of the judges, merits recogni- ship with her
banana
rum
the Army Reserve Officers'
FULTON
tion for his forestry program. pie is
not a typical cook,
Training Corps advanced sumContest entry blanks and fur- nor a typical Fultonian.
Katie Henry, Columbus; Nell
mer camp at Indiantown Gap
concerning
Lunsford, Hornbeak, Tennes- ther information
She said her mother would
Military Reservation, Annville,
see; Herman Wade, Sedalia; the competition may be obtain- never let her or her five sisPa.
Joy Bettis, Wingo; Arthur Bugg, ed from district and service ters in the kitchen. "Mom al140 Broadway, South Fulton
Harris, who is a student at
Thelma Bugg, Maude Hutchin- foresters, soil conservation- ways told us girls it would
Murray State University, isone
Phone 479-1144
son, Clinton; Lea Ella Jonaktn, ists, agriculture extension be more trouble to clean up
of more than 13,000 students
Onion City; John P. Bard, Rod- agents, and farm bureau of- after us.
receiving ROTC summer train- —Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
ney Cole, Etta Jackson, Cora fices.
"But we grew up on good
ing at six installations in the — Vinyl and Tile
Vaughn, Irene Yates,
Water
meals," she added. "You know
United States.
McGee Carpeting
Valley; Nell Eakes, Tommy
how some people just snack.
The Army ROTC advanced — Downs and
Price,
Hickman;
Marjory
Well, we always had french
camp is devoted to the practi- —Upholstering, Modem and
Sons,
Crutchfield, Margaret
fries and chicken for break- BANANA DISPLAY—Preparing to cut info some of her championship cooking is Yvonne
cal application of leadership
Antique
Vincent, Maude Vincent, Dukefast, and three good full meals." Hunter, Fulton's 1970 grand champion
principles. Field training embanana bakeoff cook. The bakeoff competition is a reguCarpeting
dom; Cleo McClanahan, Pauline
phasizes the exercise of com- —Viking Kitchen
Mrs. Hunter attributes her lar feature at the International
Banana Festival at Fulton. The ninth annual affair will beheld
McCollum, Eva Minor, Pauline
mand and the making of sound
cooking ability to this heritage
Aug. 12-14.
Roberson, South Fulton; Dora
(Chuck Holbert Photo)
decisions
of good eating. "I was used to
under
pressure.
H. Kibbler, Charlie Minor,
These lessons reinforce the FULTON CITY BOARD OF
good food and therefore I had
Carol Nabors, Ira Armstrong,
EDUCATION
essential
the common sense of cooking.
mission
of
Army
Although Mrs. Hunter does
Polly Beggs, Mrs. Don BinFULTON CITY SCHOOLS
ROTC — to provide the nation
In Fulton County 2,784 social I think if you have always had not use recipes, she took time
ford, Jim Burke, Cozette Hill,
CAFETERIA
with young men who have exgood food you can pretty well to write down two of her more
James R, Holland, Delma Hous- security beneficiaries could make
Soiled bids will be received
cellent civilian educations and
things come out right." famous "concoctions"
for inton, R. E. Hyland, Dula Mc- celebrate the signing of the Sowho
voluntarily
Mrs. Hunter doesn't use a terested banana chefs.
qualify them- at the office of the Fulton City
cial Security Act August 14.
Dade, Mary Nowlin, Earl Tibbs,
selves
during their student Board of Education until 9:00
On that date 36 years ago the recipe for her cooking. She has
Bennett Wheeler, Fulton.
days
for
"brainstorms." "First, you
commissions
in the P. M. on August 30, 1971, for
bill was signed into law.
BANANA RUM PIE
Army.
Fulton Countians'share of the have to start out with good incertain 1tiod supplies for the
His wife, Barbara, lives at lunchroom
cracker
Prepare graham
of Fulton City
approximately two-and-a-half gredients," she said. "Put to1409
W.
gether
good
Main
things
Street,
and nearly crust. Flavor with rum and
Murray. Schoo6s for 1971 - 1972.
Hole! Me llama Betty Hig- weeks. The people I've already
billion dollars monthly beneyou
always,
will
have
a
good
gins
y
el
gusto es mio. Prob- met have been so friendly and
nuts.
Bid forms and specitications
fits is $230,000. Over 26 milBetween Martin & Union City
ANNVILLE, Pa. (AHTNC) —
ably there isn't a more fitting cordial. No doubt, you live up
FILLING:
lion beneficiaries are covered dish. Just use your common
may be obtairied Dims office of
sense."
way to introduce myself since to the first word in the Festi- Cadet Michael Petty, 24, son Cafetena manager.
under the program.
5 egg yolks
of Mr. and Mrs. George W.
Her secret in banana cookery 3 cups milk
my arrival has come in the val title — neighborly.
FRI. - SAT., AUG. 13 - 14
When the bill first went into
The Board reserves the right
3 heaping T. flour
1 T. rum
Petty Sr., 308 S. Fourth St.,
midst of Banana Festival hapeffect, it protected only work- lies in the way she handles 1 1/2 C. sugar
to reject any or all bids.
DOUBLE FEATURE
THREE-WEEK
never
them.
VISIT
cut
"I
them,"
she
penings.
Fulton,
Ky.,
has
completed
six
ers in commerce and industry.
Bananas
Mrs. A. G. Sterling, San weeks practical work in miliIn order to acquaint you with
The original idea behind the stated. "I really cannot under- (Use as many whole bananas
Starts At Dusk
your new resident, here are a Francisco, California, has re- tary leadership at the Army
social security law was to have stand why one would want to
as you can get in pan.)
Admission —$1.50
few true, if not interesting, turned to California after a Reserve
Officers' Training
workers save part of their in- slice them. As soon as you do,
facts about myself.
three-week visit with Mr. and Corps advanced summer camp
MERINGUE:
come during their working they turn brown. I always leave
Zeppelin
them
whole
and
that
way,
the
at
I'm
Indiantovm
from
Gap Military
the
R.
same
W.
Copeland.
little Mrs.
years so they could be sure
5 egg whites 2 T. baking pdw.
Reservation, Annville, Pa.
of an income when they retired. dish is much prettier."
— AND —
1 T. rum flavoring 6 T. sugar bend in the road that claims
The 1970 Banana Bake-Off
the Fancy Farm picnic. If you SPENDS WEEKEND HERE
who received
Petty,
his
Congress soon found that loss was the first baking contest
bechelor of science degree in
us for - - When Dinosaurs
Mix flour, sugar, add beaten happened to miss Saturday's
Sean Heltsley of Owes
of income due to retirement was Mrs. Hunter had ever entered,
big
event,
biology
in
you
missed
a lot of spent the weekend with his
1970 from Murray
only one of the major inse- .1 couldn't believe I won. Ac- egg yolks, then gradually add good
Ruled The Earth
barbecue,
(Ky.)
State
University,
back-slapping,
is
one
grandmother, Mrs. Nannie AusYour insurance Needs
curities facing Americans and tually the reason — I think — milk. Cook until thick. Place bingo,
and "politicking." But tin. His parents
were here of more than 13,000 students
their families. The law wasthen was because I used rum. No whole bananas on crust, then from
what I hear and have seen,
SUN. - MON.. TUES.
who
receive
ROTC
summer
filling,
meringue.
add
then
Wednesday to accompany him
changed so that payments could one had ever done that before."
you've got your own good thing
training at six installations
home.
be made to dependents of reDOUBLE FEATURE
Even though Mrs. Hunter is
going here in the way of the
in the United States.
BANANA NUT RUM
tired
and deceased workers. graced with an out
International Banana Festival.
The Army ROTC advanced
CAKE
Starts At Dusk
POUND
Fulton 472-1341
Later it was amended to in- cooking ability, she does not
BACK HOME
Murray State University shelcamp is devoted to the pracclude protection for disabled spend a lot of her time in the 3 C. cake
Admission —$1.50
Mr.
and
Mrs. J. H. Lawrence
flour
1 C. sugar tered, taught, untaught, amazworkers and their families.
kitchen. "There is simply not 1 C.
confectioner's
sugar ed, dismayed and finally after •ind Miss Alliene Lawrence
Bunny O'Hare
enough time to do everything 2 T.baking powder 1/2 lb. butter four years, disowned me last have returned home after atIn 1965 Congress again
that I want to do," Mrs.Hunter 5 mashed bananas 1 t. vanilla June. However, I did manage tending the funeral o Wf. ft.
— AND —
amended the law to provide
said. "I have too many hob- 1 T. crunchy peanut butter
to bring away a degree in En- Eghert, in Mohawk, New York
Medicare protection for perbies."
glish and journalism.
Pacific Vibrations
1 t. lemon flavoring
sons 65 and over. Today, nine
Fultonians have been pre- 1 t. rum
flavoring
out of ten workers and their
IMPRESSIONS
paring for their festival, inthe Jun
Starts Wed., Aug. 18 families can expect payments cluding the annual banana bake- Cream sugar and butter;
sift flour and baking powder.
at retirement, death, or disarriving in the middle of
off, for weeks in advance. Mrs. Add
39 - DAY SUMMER MEETING
beaten eggs to sugar mix- featival
ability, and Medicare protecAIRPORT
proved
events has
Hunter plans on entering the
ture, then add flour mixture, quite exciting. The word 'intertion at 65.
JULY 23. SEPT 6, INC.
contest again but,"I don't know
Directly on the ocean
New Color TN. & Phones
mashed bananas, peanut but- national" caught my attention
9 RACES DAILY
what I'll concoct," she worries. ter,
in all rooms
Private Beach
and flavorings.
must
be
immediately.
There
"I guess I'll have to have anNo Racing On Sunday
Swimming Pool
Bake at 350 degrees for 1 some hard workers here to
Beautiful motel rooms
other brainstorm ...or maybe
and fully equipped
hour, 10 minutes in large tube manage such an awesome afAir-Conditioned, heated
On U. S. Highway No. 41 at
add a little more rum this
efficiencies with two
Pan.
Coffee Shop
fair.
Twin Bridges. Between Evanstime."
new double beds
Sunday night I went down to
Cocktail lounge
"I
couldn't
turn
the
stove
on
Ice Machines
ville,
Ind.
&
Henderson,
Ky.
Air Conditioning and heating when I got married," Mrs.
CREDIT CARDS HONORED:
Festival headquarters to help
Self Service Laundromat
ICING:
Low and medium temperature refrigeration Hunter laughed. "I felt so sorry 1 C. confectioner's sugar
greet the Amigos, and got a taste POST TIME: 2 P.M.(D. S. T.)
Diner's Club
Free-Self parking at your
of the chaos and confusion that
American Express
door
No Charge For Parking
for myself. When we were first
1 C. brown sugar
anything
such
Carte
accompanies
of
Blanche
Service contracts and quarterly inspection married I couldn't even boil 1 T. crunchy peanut butter
Pool Table
Air-Conditioned Club House
Master Charge
magnitude. The exc itement the
Shuffleboard
1/2 stick butter
available. Large or small equipment, we have water."
Bank-Americard
kids and "parents" generated
Free golf nest block
Charges
JAMES C. ELLIS PARK
the capability to repair
was infectious.

Yvonne Hunter, Grew Up On Good Meals
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at a price you can enjoy!

Commercial & Industry Service Work

or replace as needed.
We do not do domestic or residential work.

I

Stanley Jones Mechanical Contractors

Elect
I

(Service Depart.) Rich Berlage. Service Mgr.
119 Morris Street,
South Fulton, Tenn.
Office phone (901) 479-2311
(Nights, call (901) 489-5608
I

PAUL McCLAY
City Commissioner
SEPTEMBER 18th PRIMARY
(It's Time For A Change)
— Your Vote and Influence
APPrecletnd —

Hopefully, I'll be
meeting
Operated By
many of you in the coming Dada Perk Jockey
Club, Inc.

We
Liv(

24-HOUR SWITCHBOARD SERVICE

Whisperhil Palms
Resort Motel
• Conveniently Located—
lust minutes to all day or
night actinties--Directly on
the ocean
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Supply Limited ... Hurry!
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Sears Has a Credit Plan to Suit Your Needs

We Service What We Sell
Anywhere You
Live or Move in the U.S.A.
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back

It CO
Fulton

SEARS CATALOG SALES OFFICE
SHOP AT SEARS
.441,AlttkE

nolistint

SOUTH FULTON
Phone 479-1420
Prim Parking

SEARS, 50E111.1.K AND CO.
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Alh.411.41111,41116
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Would Reduce
Dove Limit

Ray's
c.,.

CLIP THESE COUPONS

The study examined all
health-insurance proposals introduced in Congress before
April 30. The plans were compared according to what each
would cost if it were in full etitect during the 1974 fiscal year.
The seitistical survey was undertaken at the request of several members of Congress, incuding Chairman Wilbur D.
Mills of the House Ways and
Means Committee.
It showed the American Medical Association's plan for tax
credits to encourage purchase
of private health insurance,
would increase 1974 health
costs about $4.1 billion and intaxes $6.3 bo
crease
lion.

Wednesday and Thursday August 11 - 12

5-HAMBURGERS

- 99c

(With This Coupon)

Burger Bar West Slate Line at College
FULTON, KY.
(Regular price without coupon)
• •• i•• •

Pre - Season
Sale On Some
Lois Of
HUNTING
CLOTHES

• ••• .•••••-•1,0-.70vez';

....
ti;i4,0064tithiii111119/11,

Wednesday and Thursday August 11 - 12

4-CHEESEBURGERS

99c

(With This Coupon)

Burger Bar West Slate Line at College

Railroad Salvage
Lake St.

SECTION

Of interest to Homemakers

Federal Health Insurance
To Add Little To Costs
Americans will spend at least proposals.
$105 billion for medical care in
The statistical analysis by the
1974 and even the most am- Department of Health. Educabitious proposal for federal tion and Welfare found that
health insurance would add less without any alteration of the
than $12 billion to the bill, ac- present system national health
cording to a government study. expenditures in fiscal 1974 are
A key finding of the survey likely to be $105.4 billior,, some
was that none of the 12 legisla- 40 per cent more than in the
tive health reform plans fiscal year just ended.
analyzed would increase the naEnactment of President Nixtion's medical cost by more on's plan to provide employerthan 11 per cent, although they and government-subsidized privary widely on what portion the vate health insurance for most
government would pay. This Americans would increase the
could turn the political debate 8105.4-billion figure by $1.8 bilon health insurance away from lion, the study showed.
expense and toward other difIf Congress instead chose the
ferences in the various reform
cradle-to-grave plan of government health insurance proposed
by Sen. Edward M. Kennedy,
D-Mass., and organized labor,
the increase was set at $8.4 billion throughout.
The Kennedy plan was estiNASHVILLE, Tenn.
Bag limits for Tennessee dove mated to increase federal taxes
hunters will be reduced from 18 $59.4 billion but reduce out-ofto 12 birds per day under new pocket and private insurances
federal regulations.
expenses $46 billion because
The regulations were passed on government insurance would
to the state Game and Fish pay most medical bills.
Commission by the U.S. Bureau
By contrast, the Nixon plan
of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife.
The limits had been increased to would cost $2.6 billion in in18 two years ago in a federal creased taxes but not change
experiment to determine the ef- $62 billion in projected privatefect on the dove population from sector bills in 1974.
increased hunting pressure
The return to a daily limit of
one dozen was imposed, apparently, with the results of the last
two years' shooting in mind.
Roy Anderson, chief of game
management in Tennessee, said
this year's suggested dove season
47$410112
would be split into three increments - Sept 1-26, Oct. 30-Nov.
13 and Dec. 18-Jan. 15.
Anderson said the first two
segments were shortened this
year with several days added to
the final increment at the request
of hunters
The teal season also is under
consideration by the commISSI011,
he said, which would allow for
nipe tiarkili/ 5ePtentber...and
daily bag knit of four and
possession limit of eight
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Felton, Ky.

FULTON, KY.
(Regular price without coupon)
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AT. AFTERNOON AUG. 14
BATTLE OF THE BANDS
2: P. M.
ADULTS $2.00 Kitty League Grandstand CHILDREN __ $1.00

Peggy Sue &
Sonny Wright

44t•

•

c5)
-snv

BUD & JOYCE MURRY

49
CHARLIE FREEMAN
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Fulton To Have First
Primary In Ten Years

School Term Schedule
Announced At Fulton
— FulFULTON, Ky.,
ton City Schools will open for
registration on Aug. 23, with the
first 'full day of school set for
Aug. 24, it was announced today.
Aug. M, students will report
to Terry-Norman, Carr Institute,
and Fulton. High School at 9
a. In., to register arid obtain
books and supplies The following day, school will begin at 8
a.m., with the cafeteria open,
and • full schedule in effect.
The first holiday will fall on
Labor Day, Sept. 6.
A complete calendar for the
school year as released by the
Fulton City Board of Education
sa follows:
Aug. 23 — Registration ant
fiook Day, 9 a.m. — all schools.
.:Aurt. 24 — First full day of

school, 8 a.m. — all schools, cafeteria open.
Sept. 6— Holiday, Labor Day,
all schools.
Oct. 8—FDEA at Murray, district meeting—faculty.
Oct. 25 — Holiday, Veterans
Day, all schools.
Nov. 25 — Holiday, Thanks
giving Day, all schools.
Nov. X — All ,schools out,
make up day.
Dec. 20-Jan. 3 — Schools dismissed, Christmas.
Jan. 14 — In-Service Day, lac
ulty, 8 a.m.
Feb. 21 — Holiday, Washington's birthday, all schools.
April 10-11-12 — Spring holiday, school dismissed,.
April 14 — KEA at Louisville,
state meeting.
May 26 — Honor's Day in all
schools, last day of school.

I ! T(
) I )1

GIVEN TREATMENT A total of 51 children from
tuuon County, and 30 from
Hickman County, have been
treated at the Kosair Crippled
thildren's Hospital in Louisville
since it was built is 1!VA .

‘72-165,

NOW SHOWING
for 1 BIG Week:

kiNf,

JIMINY CRICKET
---what a
show!

Schools, Libraries
To Receive Funds

$1.69
Listerine
7-0Z.
Reg. tSc

61c
Baud-Aid

Friday the
13th Jinx Show

TALES OF
TERROR
---and--Premature
BURIAL

Extra Largo
Rog. 176

57c
Marcelle
Ultra. Fine
Bath items

1/3 orr
Head & Shoulders
Shampoo 7-0Z.
Reg. $2.45

61.49
stalt

Phisokex
S-01.
Reg. $130

NEXT . . . !
AUGUST 18th

r

SUPER SAVIINNII left, top, Kim Sneed, Corbin; Ken Pickard, Elsberry,
BREAX-INS
Mo.; bottom, Teresa Henry, Paducah; and Teresa
Governor Noun ordered tightAt Evans Drug Downs, Louisville. The annual workshops are ened
security around state
Ninim 311011 a..mom/ designed to test the students' potential as future buildings following disclosures
of unauthorized entry into the
professional artists. (Karen Tam Photo)
governor's office in anal-June
ALBERTO VO-5
and a break-in at the rural
Hair Spray
leitg. 22.35

FRIDAY ONLY
AUGUST 13th
Doors open 10:30
Shows at 11: p.m.

FULTON, Ky.—With nine candidates now in the race for City
Commission and several others
circulating qualifying petitions,
Fulton will have its first city
primary election in 10 years on
Sept. 1$.
Submitting petitions to County Court clerk Dee Langford
last week were Charles Gregory, Charles Robert Bennett, J.
D. Hales and Bill Fenwick. Fenwick is an IC Railroad employe
and also has fanning interests.
Others in the race are Bob
Crave n, Paul 14cClay, Ray
Hunt, Jimmy Wade and Gilbert
DeMyer.
The primary is required when
more than eight candidates tile
for the four commission seats.
The eight receiving the highest
number of votes in the September primary will be listed on
the November ballot, with the
top four being named to the
, commission.
Registration books are now
regART WORKSHOP--Forty-four high school students open for voters wishing toregisThose not already
took part in Murray State University's recent honors ister.
tered or who wish to change votworkshop for young aspiring artists. Here, Laura ing
precincts must do so by
Valentino, Corbin, takes her turn as model for a Sept. 7.
easels
are,
from
the
drawing.
At
class on contour
Fulton's last city primary was

TAME
Creme Rinse
16-oz, Reg $1.89

$1.19

By JEAN MORGAN
Sun-Democrat Staff Writer
Commonwealth Attorney General John Breckinridge will come
to Kentucky Dam Village State
Park today to present checks
to school officials and library
boards in settlement of an antitrust suit over book purchase
price-rigging.
The suit was brought by the
commonwealth against Harper
and Row publishers and 27 other
publishers a n d wholesalers.
More than $47,000 will be distributed throughout the state to
88 school districts and 63 public
libraries.
The Paducah school system is
expected to receive $523 and
the McCracken County schools,
$472. The Paducah Area Public
Library will receive $198.
In addition to the Paducah
and McCracken County allocations, checks will be distributed
to the school systems of Christian, Graves, Caldwell, Calloway, Marshall, Muhlenberg, Henderson, Hopkins, Webster, Lyon,
Fulton, and Livingston counties,
and. to Hopkinsville, Mayfield,
Murray, Benton, Henderson,
Dawson Springs, Earlington and
Fulton city schools.
Public libraries to receive
checks include Hopkinsville,
Lyon County, Marshall County,
Mayfield-Graves County, Muhlenberg, Murray-Calloway County, Fulton County, Henderson
and Webster county.
According to Frankfort officials, Breckinridge will be in
the conference room at the park
lodge at 5 p.m. today.

highway commissioner's office
last week. Finance Cominisnailer Albert Chasten said his
agency, which tram responsibility for building security, has
taken special new measures to
combat the threat.

FRANKFORT, Ky.
— A
experiment that "iocked
lb" Medicaid clients to only oriel
doctor and one pharmacy has
nearly halved costs. The Health
Department adds that the participants reCeived the same medical attention they had before the
test program.

CALAIS, France—A South 411.
exceeds 33 million, compared
with the 1958 total of 24.6 mil- dean In 1962 used only his Am*
to propel a 144000 surfboard
In 1961 when two candidates lion. Since 1906 the birthrate has across the English Channel-32
remained
at
40
to
44
per
1,000,
10
-man
from
a
eliminated
were
while the death rate has dropped miles In 7 hen and 23 minurgii.
slate.
His record still stands.
At least three additional can- from 26 to 16 per 1,000.
didates are expected to file in
this year's race, with the deadline set at Aug. 4. Terms of
mayor and city judge do not expire for another two years.
In the last city election two
years ago, only three commissioners were elected, other candidates being disqualified for
having an insufficient number of
SEE — A.L.JACKSON MOTORS
signatures on their petitions.
The fourth member was later
Union City. Tenn.
appointed by the governor.
Fifty signatures are required
on qualifying petitions.

CLOSEOUT NOW ON ALL

1971 PONTIACS

Welcome To The Banana Festival
—And To —
KASNOW'S DEPARTMENT STORE
— Friendly, Courteous Service Since 1919 —
— SHOP THESE FESTIVAL SPECIALS!—

Ladies Nylon Stretch Pants . • . $7.99
Matching Print Dacron Top . • . $7.99
Matching Print Rayon Top . • . $5.99
$3.93
Ladies Denim Jeans
Visit Our Newly-Remodeled

PUBLIC SALE
Saturday, August 14, 1971; 10:00 A. M.
No. 1 District- Old Bethel Community
Farm Equipment - Shop Tools - Automobiles
H. M.(Buster) Parham Estate
Turn East off 19 Hwy. at Old Bethel Baptist awn* located
between Poirnersvillit, Tem. and the Kentucky - Tennessee
State Line Road. 1 - 1/10 Wirt,sale. Watch for sale arrow..

AUCTIONEERS
Col. Rubor! Ainiert Dukedom.'Tenn.
Lki.No.8 Phdate_1801-822-3593
Col. Thomas Alford. Dukedom,Tenn.
Lic. No. 92 _ Phone 901-469-5675
Buy and Soil "THE AINL EY AUCTION WAY"— Graduals,
Professional csrvice with. Definite Effort To Mate.

Ladies Dress Shoes . . $7.99
Ladies Casuals,from . . $8.99
Girls Slippers . . . . .$4.99
New fall and winter Coals and Jackets
are now in stock. Use our Lay-A-Way.

KASNOW'S
DEPARTMENT STORE
448-52 Lake Street

Fallon

COMMERCIAL STATE
e:4?e7;akaa/ga,
ST. LOUIS, MO 63103
HAS APPOINTED

William C. Elliott of Wingo
-- ITS ASSOCIATE FOR SALES AND SERVICE --

sate
5.

PEACH

LIFE -- DISABILITY INCOME — HOSPITALIZATION
"THE HALLMARK OF QUALITY PROTECTION SINCE 1928"
William C.Elliott

1111111•1101111.1MOMMINIIIIIIMMOINIMINIMMINIONI

PICKIN1 TIME
AT
FLIPPER PEACH FARM!

BIEN FRANKLIN
LAKE STREET

FULTON, KY.

Ready to pick Friday'"
BLAKE AND REDSKIN PEACHES
We have 1000 trees ready for picking. BRING
YOUR OWN containers and pick them yourself for $3.00 per busheL
We will have peaches already picked for
I per bushel)
Located seven miles from Fulton on the Fulton-Union City highway. Turn right at sign
proximately one mile south of the Drive-In
ware.

FLIPPER'S PEACH FARM
TELEPHONE 885-2529

Fultor

Shoe Department

Experiment Cuts
ANS DRUG CO. Medical Costs
Lake Ilk
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Surfer Crossed
Death Rate Drops
CAIRO — Egypt's population Channel

SALE IS NOW lit PROGRESS I

1

1 Page 2
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toed

South Manly his hands
bot surItaard
h Channel-0
ad 23 minutes.
an&

WELCOME TO THE NINTH
ANNUAL INTERNATIONAL
BANANA FESTIVAL
WHOLE
(No DLealrsTo r;iot)d

RS

REGISTER AT ANY OF YOUR A&P
FOOD STORES FOR GLENDALE
"HOLIDAY HAM SWEEPSTAKES"
SMOKED
TIGER TOWN
GLENDALE
Ham Sausage
Sliced Ham
Boneless Ham
Lb.99c
Lb.$1.09
I2-oz. pkg. $1.19

INSPECTED

IE

$7.51
$7.99
$5.99
$3.99

None

Oscar Mayer Sliced Luncheon Meals 4 Varieties apZ 53c

TEA

CM BAGS

SUPER - RIGHT "FIRST-CUT"

12 PIECE "BOX OF CHICKEN"

29C
57C
Lb 58(
12-oz. 58C
Lb.
Lb.

Fresh Fryer Parts
Sliced Bacon
Braunschweiger
Skinless Franks .
PLATTER STYLE

CHUNK

Pork Chops
FRESH FROZEN

Frog Legs
BY THE PIECE

69t
45t

. . Lb.
Lb

Chunk Bologna
Perch Fillets

SUPER-RIGHTFROZEN OC EAN

EACH ES

'

RED RIPE

FRESH

98C Pole Beans Lb.__ 25C
C
Lb._
Red Potatoes 5fs_49t ASNqup2GshE
2 88t Jelly or Jam __JAR 85C
Peanuts
Watermelons ea.

HOME GROWN YELLOW

GRAPE
APE

A&P ROASTED

3-LB

LB
PKG

JANE PARKER WHITE

TE

JANE PARKER

ANN PAGE

3

APPLE PIE
2
/306:1

$1

0

ON

II

DELICIOUS

Iona Peas____._
Sudden Beauty

HAIR SPRAY

1
-oz
1$
7

6

17-oz
CANS

89c

A&P FRENCH STYLE

A

Green Beans4
A&P SLICED

LADY SCOTT

A&P

Pineapple._._3
4
Beverages__ 5_24z $1 Tissue
Detergent__
Luncheon Meat
69c Mayonnaise
Pizza
•
49( i;; Mix --31Sfe;d
Sauce
j
0i..

YUKON

A&P FACIAL

AHOY LIQUID

KELLY'S

TUTINO'S FROZEN

ANNI PAGE

200-Ct.
Boxes
12-oz

C 11%1
—-

15-oz

ANN PAGE BARBECUE

AP

2-ROLL PKGS.

$1

28-oz
BO.

99t
39C
65C
10C

Bathroom Tissue
Facial Tissue

BOXES OF 175

111i

ridei

8 O'clock In

til'AP

10-oz Jar

GIANT SIZE

CHEER
DETERGENT
WITH THIS COUPON
Good Only At A&P Food Stores
Coupon Good Thru Sat.. Aug 14
Regular Price Without Coupon
Limit I Coupon per Customer

3 LB.
1 OZ.
BOX

WITH COUPON

10-oz. Jar

With This Coupon
Good Only Al A&P Food Stores
Coupon Good Thru Sat., Aug. 14
Regular Price Without Coupon
Limit I Coupon per Customer

•

-ReLEXINGTON, Ky.
vision of public school curricula
and institution of a statewide
birth control and planned parenthood program were among
resolutions adopted on the final
day of the fifth annual Kentucky
Youth Conference at Transylvania University.

!Attend
Your
Southern States
Membership Meeting

Fulton, Ky. Thursday, August 12, 1971 Page 4

Youth Support Birth Control

ibe average human heart There are MOO department
stores Us the U.S.
be 1013.000 dross a day.

The young delegates also call- adopted a broad human relaed for the strengthening and en- tions resolution to further unforcement of state regulations derstanding among all Kentuckpertaining to the study of mi- ians regariess of race, color
or creed.
nority groups in schools.
Other resolutions called for
They affirmed the recent Supreme Court deCision forbidding the placement of student voting
state aid to private schools and' members on the state Board of
Education and abolition of all
dress codes, contingent upon restrictions imposed by public
health regulations.

Housekeeping
Course To Be
At Tilghman

Hickman Sets
Youth Fair
Horse Show

New look goes Internationet,
when belts take•bright flourde-lis. The figure moulding
top and slender skirt of douhie knit Dacron (R)Poirleter.
Brown/Brown or Black/Groan
6 to 16.
W. hay* other woN-known
brands of sportswear by Korot
of California and by Seaton
Hall. Styles includes Knickers
and City Pant Suits.

Hancock-Turner
Will Be
13
Aug.
Said

A Supervisory Housekeeping
CLINTON, Ky.-The Hickman
sponsored by the Coo- Vows
County Youth Fair Horse Show course,
Education Service of
tinuing
13.
Aug.
p.m.
will be held at 7:30
State University at
Trophies, ribbons and cash Michigan
Miss
FULTON, Ky
Lansing, is being conductprizes will be awarded in each East
ed by the Paducah Tiighntan Beverly Lynn Hancock of Whiteof 13 classes of competition.
Vocational School In co- haven, Tenn., granddaughter of
The classes are two-year-old Area
with the Twin Lakes Maurice Hardin and Mrs. J. C.
walking horse (set tall), riding operation
the National Execu- Hancock, both of Fulton, and
pleasure mares or geldings Chapter of
Housekeepers Association, Mrs. Mary Watson of Detroit,
(walk and favorite gait), three- tive
Mich., will become the bride of
Fulton. Kentucky
year-old walking (set tail), walk- Inc.
Upon satisfactory completion Randall Curtis Turner, also of
ing pleasure (no set tails), walkthe course, 30 credits will be Whitehaven, Aug. 13 at Bethel
Take part in the business meeting and see what's
ing mares (two-year-old set of
NEHA certifica- Baptist Church in Whitehaven.
tails), lady riders on mares and issued toward
happening along Route 72. Cast your ballot, hear
tion in the categories of psyTheir parents are Mrs. Becky
harness
fine
tail),
(set
geldings
relations, com- Hancock of Whitehaven, and Dr
reports on operations, view the new Southern
pony, juveniles on walking chology, human
orientation, budg- J. C. Hancock of Whitehaven,
States membership movie and test your CIQ
mares or geldings, racking class munications,
purchasing, in- and Mr. and Mrs. Curtis E. Tur(Cooperative Intelligence Quotient). All members
(open with equipment °option- eting, records,
maintenance and ner of Whitehaven.
al), four-year-old walking (set terior design,
and patrons invited.
The couple was graduated
tall), amateur on walking horse controls.
The first class in the 12-weeks from Whitehaven High School.
(set tail), roadsters to bike
and
31
Aug.
The bride-elect attends Mem(ponies), and walking horse course will be held
classes will continue each Tues- phis School of Commerce. The
open.
p.m.
9:30
until
prospective groom is employed
A health certificate is requir- day from 7 p.m.
Fulton. Ky. Service
the course is $25.
by Clevepak Corp.
ed for each horse, and a veter- The fee for
a
be
to
necessary
not
It is
Phone: 479-2352 inarian will be available to issue member
Fulton. Kentucky
to attend.
NEHA
of
certificates.
An estimated 50,000 New
Further information may be Jersey residents are victims of
The judge is Paul (Whitey)
Charlene
Agency
Sister
Cooperative
from
States
secured
Your Southern
Whitehead of Mount Orab, Ohio,
accidental poisoning every day.
Hospital
and there is an entry fee of $3. Young at Lourdes
1
••••••••111
us-groiwo4.•••••••••••••••!4o-o-•4011040*••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Thursday, August 19, 1971
Business Meeting at 7:30 p. m. cDsT
South Fulton High School

Southern States Cooperative, Inc.

Of

SAVE 21 TO 34 ON A SET OF
4-PLY NYLON CORD TIRES

HIDE-A-BEDS Ii, Herculon Covers

Low profile for
stability, 7 rib tread
pattern for mileage
and traction. High
priced look in shoulder
and sidewall styling.
Available in blackwall
and extra narrow
whitewall design.

: Because of
USE OUP PAIN casts
odyear tires.
for
P106an
expected heavy demand
we may run out of some sites during this
offer but we will be happy to order you.
sire tore at the advertised price and issue
You a rain check for future delivery of the
merchandise

neon.,

-

50-13'

E78-14
F78-14
G78-14
H78-14
P8-14
5.60-15
F78-15
078-15
H78-15
9.00-15

WHITEWALL
gate Price
leg. Price
Each
MS
win Tesg^ me Trede.m

7.35-14
7.75-14
8.25-14
8.55-14
8.85-14
7.75-15
8.25-15
8.55-15
-

$28,80
528.50
$29.50
$32.90
$35.60
$40.45
$27.30
$30.25
133.90
536.55
$42.90

t

Plus fed
te. Tax
Per Tire

in furniture
„

rtt

$1 76
52.21
$2.38
$2.55
$2.74
$2.91
$1.74
$2.42
$2.64
$2.80
$2.89

$21.44
$22.80
523.60
126.32
128.48
132.36
$21.84
$24.20
$27.12
$21.24
$34.32

If it's new

$159.95

CHECK HERE FOR YOUR SAYINGS!
Sin

IDNE'S

Ucu

WHITEWALLS 10% OFF
• 78 series • Low
profile • Looks great'
•7 rib tread gaigtim*, r
• Range of sift." 1, Y

Serving West Tennessee and West Kentucky for 28 years. Located next to tho
Old & Third National Bank in down
town Union City.

LARGE MAPLE DINME With 6 Chairs

'Wade's'

4 ir

$134.95

has it at

•Except 6.50-13 size - 5 rb tread pattern

distant

SPECIAL OFFER ENDS SATURDAY NIGHT

GOODYEAR - THE ONLY MAKER Of POLYGLAS" TIRES

3 POSITION RECLINER Vinelle Covers
BANKAMER,CARD

WAYS TO
PAY AT
GOODYEAR

3

"SPITFIRE"
BATTERY

$1595
;lt

2SVF°24

r7areldr9Z

YOUR CHOICE

BIACIUWHITE
RETREADS
moo
With ietreagable trade-in and 271 to 351
Fed Ex Tax (depending on WO
6.00 13 thru 735. 15

$59.95

master charge
10,111.10• C

PROFESSIONAL

BIG POWER

FREE
LUBE&
OIL!

FRoiFEND
ANEW
$995
Any U S. car plus parts 0 needed Add $2 for air-cond cers

"SNAP BACK"

0.raltutceyif5

6ajydl

Includes all labor and
these parts: • New
spark plugs,condenser, points.

--s\

•:‘

LIVTT
p
M

with any
auto service
listed in this
ad til Sat.
night

DELUXE

INSTALLED 4-WHEEL

BRAKE
OVERHAUL

BRAKE
RELINE

Mestar CYI.• Wm.
$
5°
69
raters Wings
extra If needed

Includes labor, new lining.
wheel cylinders, grease
seals - resurface drums.
Except disc brakes
- foreign cars

-

$209.95

COMMERCIAL CARPETS
With Rubber Back

NYLON SHAG CARPETS

From $46

From $6.99

HEAVY WEIGHT ACMUN

95

$1.50

Sq. Yd. Installed Over 60 Ounce Foam Pad

Sq. Yd. Installed

Over

60 Ounce Foam Pad

HEAVY WEIGHT POLYESTER

$1.50
Sq. Yd. Installed Over 60 Ounce Foam Pad
MONO mum

WADE"tattatax et2
UNION CITY

"Yrs& Milk Wed,end Sense

FULTON
Open Daily 7:30 a. m. to 5:30 p. m.
Tires and batteries priced competitively at the following Dealers:

4th & Depot Fulton, Ky.

$69.95

Sq. Yd. kutalled

disc brat,,,
-Tertian
COS
Includes full inspection, fluid
clean - repack front bearings.
If needed: WTH. Ogle. $7.50 ea., drums
turned $3 ea., fret. gr. seals $4.10 sr ,
return SPrinI3 STX *a •

Now at your nearby GOODYEAR SERVICE STORE

CHARLES R. BENNETT GOODYEAR

3 POSITION ROCKING RECLINER
G. E. CONSOLE TV Black & White
In Vinelle Covers
Maple or Walnut

ENGINE
TuNEup
es

prkes

CLINTON AUTOMOTIVE PARTS
Clinton, Kentucky

Of UNION CITY

CreditTerm Available-Credit Terms To Fit Your Budget. 1 Fla DELIMIT
"Trade With The Wade's And Savo"

fil

1
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VIEF.RWERR WE
LIVE
LIVErzol LIVE

MOUE
LIVE
SIVE
gafa2

CECIL'S

Every Wednesday Is Double Stamp Day.
We Accept U. S. D. A. Food Stamps
°mNA7
1 You Always Save More At Liberty
GIVE
PASTRY

WE
RESERVE
THE
RIGHT
TO
LIMIT

IN

CRISCO

WITH
COUPON

GIVE

DOG

rooD

10 Tall Cans _ _ 61.00

CARNATION

TOWELS

6711

SALAD DRESSING

WE
GIVE

FRANKS Skinless 12-oz. Pkg. 49c

HAM

DUNCAN HINES

OLD FASHIONFO LARGE

NICE THICK

TOMATO SAUCE 8-oz. Can 10c

BACON

VAN CAMPS

COUNTRY STYLE

lb 49c

46c

SWEET SUE

CARNATION

Lb. 25c

FRESH

MINUTE

24-0Z. CAN

.09

LB.

SMOKED JOWLS

Lb. 79c

BEEF PATTIES

4k

Texsun 46-oz. Can

JUICE

wing

ti

BY THE PIECE

FRESH

_ _ Lb. 25c

NECK BONES _ _ _ _

ROUND

RAC
L
LK
P

1/2 Gallon

491 JA

Lb. 59c

SAUSAGE

ORANGE or GRAPEFRUIT

LB.

FRESH SLICED

U.S.D.A.PRIME

ASSORTED

TURNER'S

ICE MILK

3-6 1/2-oz.Cus $1.00

Lb 25c

CHICKASAW
SLICED RINDLESS

LIBERTY

CHARMIN
WHITE

TISSUE

ME

3 $1 BACON
K
sTEA
450

Lb. 89c

FAT BACK

Lb 39c

BOLOGNA

JUMBO
ROLLS

TUNA

FRUIT COCKTAIL 3- 303 Cans 89c

39

19-oz. Pkg.

SACRAMENTO

SACRAMENTO

WE

TOMATOES 3 No.2 iti Cans 89c

NORTHERN
JUMBO

Quart 39c

WHOLE
LB.

CENTER SLICED

CAKE MIX

1ST PRIZE

INSPECTED

REELFOOT

Pkq.of4..ea.69c

SLENDER

U.S.

C AN
LB

STATE FAIR

STRONG HEART-

S
11:1-fin"
11

49
FRYERS
3

AD STARTS THURSDAY MORNING 8:00 AM-THRU TUESDAY NIGHT

Lb. 29c
Lb. 11.19 I SLICED JOWLS
IIIIMIllr .0 IIII.ArANrAlFAWAVAIrAIIIIIIIrAwAN

49c STEAK
'CHICKEN & NOODLES
INSTANT BREAKFAST PlAriv. 63c
AOr.1FIFINFAIrAIIIIIIAIIIIIIIIIIIIKIIIIIIIIIIIII.WIIII

rIWIIIrAIIIIWAIIIIIM

4

S NOW

rjsitvre

de's'

SHASTA
S
28-oz.
BOTTLES

c2NAN0,22s$1

1 HALVES
I

1
$

Butt
Portion lb

C

TEENIE WEENIE
WHOLE KERNEL
----CREAM STYLE

49 1

SHOULDER
LB.

Shank
Portion lb

3cP

31a

BISCUITS 3-8-oz. Cans

5k

TEABAGS

covet

BREAD

GIVE

48c1.

U.S.D.A. PRIME
303

'CARY

J.s. PRIME
COOKING OIL 24-oz. Bottle _ _ 59c CHUCK ROAST
2-LB. JAR
1
L a M 2/

16-oz.
LOAF

MISS LIBERTY
(LIMIT-3)

Lb. 59c

PORK STEAK

Lb. 59c

Lb. 69c

PORK CUTLETS

19 STEAK uip..;311.1A.E. JB.$1S1

IKIIVAVAIr4
7
Z
I
u
sr
I
d
i
/AFIIVAINIIII/IIIrAlrAIIIPAVAIAIIIIIVWdlner=r

Pork & Beans !1 CHEER
e

PRIDE OF

Lb. 59c

FRESH SLICED

CHUCK STEAK

99c

PEANUT BUTTER

lb

FRESH SLICED

U.S. PRIME

irrAllIII411rarIMIIIIF%drillndr
IIPAIIIIIVAIAV%1WAP%41.41I/AIIIIIII

5 8
OLEO

.

t' STE

CHEFWAY

I

BALLARD and PILLSBURY

ft at

White

59t

t4q FRESH

MAIM
r.41111UVAIIIII4AIIIIII/IIIIAIVAIANIALIMAIIIIKAVAIVAIAIIMAIVIAIFIlradlIIIIIIIII/II/41IIr/APILMIMIIF

LAM

kes

SOUTHERN BELLE

,
‘SACRAMENTO

i,
•!•••,••!•.••)-$,

A DRINKS PEACHES HAMS 1 PICNICS

‘

300

‘

ILLINOIS

DETERGENT
WITH COUPON
BELOW
GT. SIZE

•

i

4
4
I4

FRESH BAKERY PRODUCTS i
Glazed Donuts Dozen
LB.5
1 e°9 WE
69c
49c 1
16-oz. Loaf
Bread
LIVE
1 Boneless Sirloin Tip
lik 1
Each
Long Johns
Blueberry Muffins 6for39c

Roast
Roast LB- 1.09

Call
- GUARANTEED TO BE FRESH 4/4wArAyagwamarAprArAyArArAr4
,IIIAIIAIIIIIIIII/PAPAIIIIAIMAIALAVAIIIIKIAIIIIIIIIIIAIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII/411rAFAIIIIAUIVAFAIIIIIVIr/Alkw/

HEAD and SHOULDERS

SHAMPOO

WE
SW WESSON OIL

$2.45 VALUE

7-oz Tube

$1.29

WM COOKING

48-oz. Jar __ 61.13

CHILI
Foam Pad

Box of 12

49c

TRADE WINDS

EXTRA LEAN

24-oz. Can ___ 59c

BEEF STEW

GROUND CHUCK

JOAN OF ARC

PORK LOIN

KIDNEY BEANS 300 Can ___ lk

ROAST

3

z.$11
p-KoG
8

WINDS

DINTY MOORE

KELLY'S

. $1
151/2-ozcans

4 1/2-oz CAN

Lb. 89c

HUSH PUPPIES 16-oz. Pkg. 35c
PURPLE HULL

Lb. 69c. PEAS

POTATOES

U.S.
NO. 1

10
LB
BAG
WASHED
RED

Lb. 15c

69

ELBE RTA

YELLOW

VI ENNA SAUSAGE _.4 For $1.80 CORN

25c I PEACHES

3Ears

Lb. 15c

FRESH GREEN

YELLOW

HEINZ

FRISICIES

.........,

Lb. lec
BEANS
3 Lb. Bal..
Jug _ 59c ONIONS
32-oz.
.........o....mo.i.................
CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON
1
cmcws LIBERTY COUPON
CECIL'S L/BERTY COUPON
CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON
59c FLOUR Pillsbury 5 lb. bag 55c 50-S & II GREEN STAMPS-50
Size
4k I CHEER
3 Lb.Can
CRISCO
With this coupon and $5.00 Purchase
WITH THIS COUPON NO OTHER
WITH THIS COUPON NO OTHER
With this coupon and $7.50 additional A
To use Stamp and Crisco Coupon $12.50
PURCHASE NECESSARY
CAT FOOD 7- 15-oz. Cans _ $1.00

r
ri

TRADE

LBS.

KELLY'S
WITH BEANS

FEMININE NAPKINS

KOTEX

5 $1 FISH STICKS 3

ROYAL
SCOTT
QUARTERS

.411110111n .111111ED.

29c

10ETCHUP
AHEM.

rd

purchase. Excl. Milk, Tobacco and Milk
Products.

VOID AFTER AUGUST 17. 1971
1 WIN/.08111111MBLMINIII.
1111111$.
11511011P. 411.1.•'451.111..
rEl

WE
LIVE

PURCHASE NECESSARY

Purchase kslecessarv.

VOID AFTER AUGUST 17. 19'71
VOID AFTER AUGUST 17, 1971
.41111A.:411111.101..811111111Ra daINWP:

01111111Ra

WE
WYE

YbT AFTER AUGUST 17, 1971
+MEOW
1,1010. .1111.11. .11OMPOINIMIN.
.

WE
GIVE

in

Atital U.S. consumption of
wine this year Is expected te
reach 200 million sallow up tO
oar cent trasi 1111.

Drum Major, Flag
Bearer Auditions
Planned At MSU

Majorettes were chosen from
auditions last spring.
Both members and prospecAUG.12-13-14
tive members of the Murray
State marching band attend the
camp held each year prior to
registration for the fall semesat the tmiversity.
ter
MMus*
Real
A
-Reichmuth explained that the
_
unit of flag-bearers, a new ad- PLUS
ditice to the band for the 1971-72
--AMMO
year, will perform in precision
drill with the band and in spotlighted special routines of its
own. •
4
He said auditions for the unit
will be based on marching ability, personality projection and
Mon.. Tues., Wed
beauty. Special uniforms have
Ow MO Nome TI4S4
been designed for the flag-bearAug. 15-16-17-18
ers to complement the new uniADULT ENTERTAINMENT
forms ordered for the band,
e '
Reichmuth added.
Auditions for drum major, a
k********************
position open each fall, will coni
I
DRIVATE DUN NURSES
sist of conducting, baton and
whistle (or hand) signals, vocal
i
TWIT
,
i TIRES
commands, and leadership as
ktt
demonstrated during the band
-PLUS •••Mil Wheels Balanced( camp schedule, according to the
iirector.
DAM RCTURES Presents
t
N
He urged anyone interested in
;HARES H SCHNEER Pi sOuctem
for flag-bearer or drum
'WHEELS ALIGNED( tryouts
major, along with any student
musicians who would like to
join the band, to contact him at
the university for additional information.
101 W. State Line
Fall semester registration at
/a. Pullet- Pb. 4714741
Murray State begins Aug. 30.

THUR.. FRI., SAT.,

LEE
MAIM=
MONTE WALE*"

.1,110,,v°_,,2

-AudiMURRAY, Ky
tion dates for a new unit of
eight girl flag-bearers and a
drum major with the "Marching Thoroughbred B a n d" at
Murray. State University have
been set for the annual band
camp Aug. 25-28.
Roger Reichmuth, marching
band director, has announced
that flag-bearer tryouts will be
held Aug. 25, and auditions for
drum major will be conducted
Aug. 28.

WANTED!

I

City Tire Co.

S

(RD

IISC
South Fulton, Tenn.
615 Broadway

FINAL SUMMER cLEAN.up
......,.........,_,.........„
Ladies Short Sets & Hot Pants

Bank Post
Goes To
Mr. Phelps

VALUES $4.00

$2.75 -$5.00

for so LITTLE...

TISEAFI
darliSShop
ririarCabinet

4
4

AVON CHRISTMAS yelling 11
Complete Kitchen
starts 90041. Enjoy extra income
expenses and gifts.
s
for 'chool
remodeling service
%
ConOpening, now ayaikoble.
308 Broadway,
tact Margaret Taylor, Box 1022, L
Paducah, Ky. 42001; phone 898- N
2708.
.
..
erpet
Martin
hmi Ac"
Let us Board your small a
arri
M
rg '
;
il
Tlinn.
Center
mals while you vacation.
Q
5 "
"
ClibY 5074151 Mte
Poodle Pumper Parlor 479IIIIIIIIPAI
2229.

4

There's no way
to get dependable fly control
unless cattle are fed.

•
)
t.

STOCKADE
_Bar-Fly/Hi-Boot
Block
. • -

•

le

Because Stockade Bar-Fly/Hi-Boot Blocks contain 50% blackstrap molasses equivalent, cattle
eat their fair share daily and get the necessary
dosage of Bar-Fly (the larvae killer).
With Stockade, cattle also get extra vitamins..
minerals...salt...plus additives for control ot
worms, foot rot and soft tissue lumpy jaw.

Browder Milling Co.; Inc.
Fulton. Ky.

Dial 472-1300

Your STOCKADE Headquarters

THE FORERUNNER
4
-1
-13
12
G.
AU
WILL BE HEilyRE
for two weeks anywhere!

Win it for your flin

LADI ES

SCOOTER SKIRTS

So MUCH. . .

WANTED: Two trnen, grille be
mer 18 Years 04 to wart
waiters 2 nights a weeks bourn
se479-2.
7: p. rn. to 12: p. in.. Apply in
...,...
,
0
.
TRAILER S P A C E FOR pemon
Ray Hunter at RaY's.
RENT. Good location with
plenty shade. Close to town on
Kentucky side. City • water.
Write C. E. Wolberton, 4795
Fairley, Memphis. Tennessee.

Thy 'My Poodles. Ready to
love Poodle Pamper Parlor

DERB

`
VALUES TO $12.00

CLASSIFIED ADS

FISH
FRY!

NOW $1.00 to $2.26

LADIES SWINWEAR

Page 6
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FRIDAY NIGHT

VALUES TO $5.00

$1.70 - $2.00

waelerwes

The U.S. Department of Labor
eseeeseeee
has awarded a grant of $1.1
pro'a
for
Kentucky
million to
Only 5 Or ward
gram to train unemployed and
to reach
David Ward Phelps, ice creeps underemployed people for jobs
sales manager for Turner Dairies in state government.
Homes 1
6,500
Obion
CoUnty
the
and member of
"Impact
project,
21-month
The
been
has
directors,
of
board
Fair
named assistant manager of the '73," calls for the training of
CARD OF THANKS
South Fulton branch (if Farmers 311 people for jobs, and the upExchange Bank, now under grading of skills for 205 people
Sorry for the delay in makn.
constructio
for employment in state govern- ing sincere thanks to •all my
The appointment of Mr. Phelps ment.
good friends and neighbors dura well-known Obion County
The grant is the largest made ing the sickness and death of
citizen, was made Thursday by
states for the my beloved wife Jewell Robey.
F. G. 'Moe' Cavin, Farmers In the southern
and every one
Atlanta region of the Labor De- God bless each
Exchange president.
of you richly.
Mr. Phelps began in the dairy partment and is the first direct
Sincerely,
business with Pure Milk Com- funding Kentucky has received
Earl Robey
pany in 1943 and continued em- for upgrading employment, and
ployment in that field with subsequently providing jobs.
Turner's Dairy, serving as ice
WENT Wheelchairs. crutches
William Moore, deputy comcream sales manager in an area
for the and other convalescent aids at
that stretched from Sikeston. missioner of personnel
PER DRUG 400 Lake
Mo., to Paducah, Ky., to Hun- state, said the project will "put CITY SL,
Fulton, ay
tingdon. Tenn. He is also as much emphasis as possible" Si.
secretary of Burnette Tractor, on helping returning veterans.
INCOME TOO SMALL? With
Inc
full or part time Rawleigh
A native of Hickman County, Drink Tab
Home Service Plan, many earnMr Phelps is the son of the late
$21.1 Billion
ing $3 hourly and up. Write
Auzie Phelps and the stepson of
-Americans drink giving phone no.: Ray Harris,
Mrs. Zuaneta Phelps of the NEW YORK
more than $21.1 billion Worth of Rawleigh Co. Freeport, Di. or
Beelerton community.
call 815-232-4161 from 8 to 4-30,
Mr. Phelps graduated from alcoholic beverages annually.
Beelerton High School and at branch - manager, the bank will
tended the Detroit Business htve five inside tellers and twn SLEEPING ROOMS for rent.
Institute
Private bath. Call 472-2036.
for drive-in window service.
In addition to being a fair
the
of
member
director, he is a
ssoe•-•- ..-..--. .s_•__.. -First Baptist Church and the
Fresh Caught Fish
Fulton Rotary Club.
Hush Pinholes, Slaw
Mr and Mrs. Phelps,- the
on
live
Sauce
Tarter
former Martha Floyd,
French Fries
Route 5, Fulton, in Obion County
They have three children-Greg.
a student at UT Martin; Paul, a
senior at South Fulton Higai
School, and Marda Kay,a student
at South Fulton Elementary.
In discussing the new bank, Mr
Cavin said,"We are real happy to
:get this facility under way to
:serve the entire trade area
The structure will be located on
Broadway between Liberty and
5 to 12 p.m.
Sears. Mr. Cavils said he hoped
the building would be ready for
$1.2b
I
December
by
'business
1 The new bank will be of conChildren 75c,
temporary design, featuring
bronze glass cast in black metal
and whits concrete frames. It will
be fully carpeted.
A manager has not been named
for the new facility at present. In
addition to Mr. Phelps and the

LADIES SHORTS

ONE RACK
VALUES TO WOO

State Gets
$1.1 Million
For Program

NOW $1.00 to $3.00

ONE GROUP

Ladies Long
Sleeve Blouses

GIRLS ROLL-UP
AND LONG SLEEVE

SHIRTS

REG. $3.00

$2.00
MENS SHORT SLEEVE
SPORT AND DRESS

$1.88
BOYS SHORT
SLEEVE KNIT!
AND SPORT

SHIRTS

SHIRTS

REG. $1.99

REG. $2.00

3 for $5.00

2 For $3.00

ONE RACK OF

Ladies Dresses am
Hot Pants Greatly
Reduced
MEN AND BOYS

SWIM WEAR
WHILE THEY LAST

$2.00

MEN AND BOYS

ONE RACK GIRLS

ONE GROUP OF

Walking Shorts.

School Shoes

Ladies Bags

66c to $2.00
....,...................„.a..,.„..o.

$2.41

$2.00

School Needs DOORbusters
"BIC" PENS
8

IN PK

49c
PACKAGE OF 100

BOX OF 64

PKG. OF 30

CRAYONS

No.2Pencils

39c

66c

Note Book Paper

ENVELOPES

300 SHEETS

29c

39c

HOT PLATE
$3.99

Sandwich Bags

'
4 - CUP ELECTRIC

PERCOLATOR

(Contest Void Where Prohibited By Law)

$3.99

WRITING AND SCHOOL TABLETS
.

Features include:
Gulfgas fueled engine-for lower maintenance,
higher efficiency, longer engine life.
Gulfgas powered air conditioner- for
year-round home comfort.
Gulfgas fueled water heater-for
all the hot water you need -fast.
Gulfgas powerecipenerator -for
economical dependable service.
Gulfgas fueled forced air heater-for
clean, instant heat, all heat.
Gulfgas powered refrigerator-torn
'
efficient operation anywhere.
Gulfgas fueled range-for clean completely
controllable range top cooking.
Gulfgas fueled automatic oven -for
foolproof economical baking.

POP CORN

POPPER

$O COUNT

19c

Get a taste of life in the future. The "Forerunner," Gulfgas' Motor
Home of Tomorrow, is here on displayl Fueled entirely by pure,
clean Gulfgas, this luxurious 27' AVCO Motor Home offers high
life on the high road. And a motor home similar to it can be yours
for the wandering, anywhere in the country for an expense paid
two-week vacation.
The "Forerunner" is entirely self-contained and self-sufficient.
Because it is fueled with clean-burning Gulfgas, the "Forerunner"
runs longer without engine repairs or parts replacement.
Find out how you can win the "Forerunner" for a futuristic twoweek vacation. Come aboard and explore it novel

$3.99
12c

Airlene Gas Company
603 West Highland Drive

Fulton, Kentucty, 42041

Gulfgas
LP - GAS

GULFGAS goes farther ...for you.

Adak

Gulf
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Csteter
517407/

BUY FROM THE
TRUCK AND SAVE!

ly
ntrol

SIT BACK

114

Big K's Parking Lot will be turned into a BARGAIN
CARNIVAL with trucks, trucks, trucks filled with
sensational values in front of Big K Thursday,
Friday, Saturday.--et.- Also many, many
bargains inside. You've seen nothing like it since
the fair. Pick the items you want, buy now and
pocket the savings. Regardless of your desires,
there's bargains for you!

AND

IE
3oot

ks concattle
cessary

BROADLOOM CARPET

nins
ntrol of

YOUR CHOICE

Compare these for
price! Look'em over
..feature for feature...
then settle back-way
back...the decision
won't be difficult.
These are the chair
for the money. The
color choice is great
too, so come pick
yours today and save!
4

. .. COMING DIRECT TO YOU FROM OUR
FACTORY IN GEORGIA!

$

eautifully Styled

SOFA
Relaxing, authentic and
looking! Handgood
somely crafted, upholstered in breathable
vinyls in rich colors.

Just picture this beautiful chair
in your den or living room. It's
soft comfort will add charm to
any decor. Bright multi-colored
patchwork with long wearing
fabric and maple finish. A real
beauty! Model 850.

JUST LOOK . .. POLYESTERS, SHAGS, TWEEDS,
ACRYLICS AND KITCHEN CARPETS. ALL WITH
DOUBLE JUTE BACKING!

27"x 54"

Scientifically designed for soft restful
, sleep - floral cotton
covers - Ideal for
family, hospital or
camping use!

CO,

17 x 25
Foam Filled
21 x 27
Foam Filled
21 x 27
Dacron Filled

pas
oak
uIf

FRAMED PICTURES

Many different subjects up to 3" wide
frames
beautifully
finished in modern,
contemporary, early
American
and
traditional.

Each picture handsomely
detailed
Wormwood moulding
complemented by a
gold Inner edge. 8x10.

This popular assortment comes with 2"
moulding and finished
in mapfe or walnut
with a gilt line.
Choose from 22x28,
16x20, 12x24, 6x15.

SPECIAL PURCHASE

HALL
RUNNERS
BROAD CHOICE OF COLORS AND PATTERNS!!

OBION SQUARE SHOPPING CENTER
REELFOOT AVE.

STORE HOURS: MONDAY THRU SATURDAY 9 Pm TO 9 PM

ONION CITY, TENN:
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WIRIUNSM11146 MAXI•SAVINGS
itIAAMEIII•.ONS rsitult

N

SAVE!
og

au

,

U

U.S. CHOICE

GOVETINMENT INSPECTED

RIB STEAK
99t
, :Liluaslit),

FRYERS
Plus Quanty

C

LB.

9

a• R
FRYER HALVES
FRYER QUARTERS
LEGS & THIGHS
BREAST
THIGHS

LEGS

Lb. 69c

Lb. 33c
Lb. 33c

BACKS
NECKS

Pork

CUTLET

Lb. 39c

WINGS
GIZZARDS

Lb. 15c
Lb. 10c
Lb. 23c
Lb. 49c
Lb. 33c

ROASTING CHICKENS

COUNTRY STYLE

REELFOOT

BACKBONE
29(

SLICED BACON
59

II

16-oz.

LOUR

79c

49c

JACK SPRAT

15-oz. 5For __ ZOO

FABRIC SOFTIIES

I< J 1‹ lc, 14 c rc.

CHICKEN & BEEF

33-oz. ___ _ 49c

ORANGE DRINK

49(

7

i

64 oz.

LAM

SOUR PICKLES 12-oz. 4 For $1.00
KRAFT

PEANUT BUTTER

BAR - B - auE SAUCE
i --....

plus
Quality

Trail Blazer

4.9 ,

OIL

32 oz.

HULL PEAS

390

i.

FANCY

Arctic

39(

13 CeJni

#

CORN

6 Fars

394

S. NO. 1

RED POTATOES

10-Lb.

59c

FRESH

CABBAGE
LB. 5

IIRNET

'1'LIMIT

LEMONS

A

Dozen

45c

APPLES
Fancy California

Lb. 15c _

3for $

CANTELOPES
Home Grown

TOM ORS

:;,-, SONS

"MAXI-SAVINGS"

WE RESE_ VE THE RIG

190.

FANCY COOKING OR EATING

-

Pr 54 E

i ..1

Quality
Stamp,

15 V2.0z.

9 Bditualliz.suas

tHIS AD GOOD THURSDAY AUG, 12th, THRU WEDNESDAY
AUG. 18th,1971

I jk

29(,

SUNKST

NOW IS THE TIME TO FILL YOUR
LOCKER

-

1 Lb, Box

SWEET POTATOES5for

Lb.

CHERRIES 303Size

FRESH SHELLED PURPLE

39c

CRACKERS
Steel's

_ _ _ _$2

DOG FOOD

CHEF WAYHart's

RUSSET 90 COUNT

PINEAPPLE JUICE 46-oz.
r•Irrui

QUALITY
STAMPS

9t
POTATOES 2LBS.290 PE.w,JulEs
POPS

STOKELY'S

6
c oz.s$
i PLUS

.$

................«.

303 Size $1
CANS

TO
8MATO SAUCE

csWtiVITSY

$1 00

7

PINK LOTION DETERGENT22-oz 39c

PLUS

Lb.

LB.

20-oz. 3For __
Mary Lou

GREEN BEANS

Stamps

i

CHICKEN OF THE SEA

CATSUP

STOKELY

Old Judge

TU A

18-oz. __ 39c

40-oz. _ _ _ $1.27

STOKELY'S

"
3 104 C;luuasnty

Stamps

BEETS

I

6 1/2 oz.

BOLOGNA
39(

Plus We Accept U. S. Government
FOOD STAMPS

JACK SPRAT

303 CANS $

I

LOAF

La)c,?

STOKELY'S

STOKELY CUT

12 oz.

Lb.

490
49

Double Quality Stamps
On Wednesdays

LB.

DOG FOOD

GRAPE/1111'ACR 46-ox. ____ 49c

39c

Hart's 16-oz.

li BUTT

Stamps

CATSUP

STOKELY'S UNSWEETENED

TEA BAGS

C

TONY

490

STOKELY'S

DANISH CHAMP SANDWICH

LB.

HEINZ

26 oz.

CAN

L & M 100 Cf.

it Boston

Plus

AND ADDITIONAL $5.00 PUR
HASE
BA
CG
EXCLUDING MILK AND TOBACCO
PRODUCTS. LIMIT 1 COUPON PER
F AMILY.PLUS QUALITY STAMPS.

CHARMIN

STEEL'S

32-oz.
1,01)EN s

HOT DOG FRAM

NECK BONES

5

4 - ROLL PACK

GATORADE

2 Lb.

Reelfoot 12-oz.

WITH THIS COUPON

ANGLER

9

SAUSAGE

DIXIE LILY

Plus We Accept U. S. Government
FOOD ST AMPS

O 2)
DG
CAT FOOL)

Lb.

Lb.

Double Quality Stamps
On Wednesdays

TOMATOES

7
9

Lb.

Reelfoot Corn Valley

fIQualityLjUALTY
STAMPS

LB.

PLUS

QuALrn

STAMPS

Lb. 33c

Lb. 59c
Lb. 49c

PINK SALMON

CLUB STEAK
PORK STEAK
59(
D
1

LB.$1

Stamps

Lb. Stamp,2
1

U.S. CHOICE

pAr

QUANTITIES

Lb.

FANCY HOME GROWN

OKRA

LB.

T!trite!

`.

29

:CE MILK
11,2 r.ialio„49(,

